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The object of this dissertation is to present a survey of 
papers written on gauge invariance in the past decade. Dp till 
1955 mainly ¡mjwMt gauge» were used» The generalisation to 
q»mæbor gauges, however, has introduced nan y simplifications, 
especially in calculations involving infrared and ultraviolet 
divergences. These calculations (cf. the Iamb Shift) are too 
long to be given here, and we limit ourselves to a discussion 
of the various types of propagators used in th®.

Invariance under gauge transformations is rather different 
fw» invariance under lorenta transformations. The invariance 
of a lagrangian under translations and rotations is a physical 
requirmant, while the invariance under some type of gauge 
transformation is determined by the existence of a physical 
conservation law.

■ Chapters X and II art' really introductory, dealing only 
with the properties of free and Interacting fields. The re* 
normalisation programme is given In detail in Chapter III, and 
In the final two chapters the gauge properties of propagators
and renomallwtion constants are examined.
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.laps

This chapter contains a description of the free electro«, 
dynamic and electron fields» Their quantisation is discussed 
and methods of dealing with the subsidiary condition are given* 
The Invariance properties of these fields with regard to gauge 
transformations are examined in detail.

(*•1)

Th® problems connected with the classical electron field ar® 
not important for this dissertation, and only a few basic 
equations are collected here for later reference* The properties 
of this field and its quantisation can be found in the books of 
Jauch aid Hohrllch (1955), Thirring (1955), Killen (1957) or 
Bogoliubov and Shirker (19#) (referred to in future as B and S).

A free electron satisfies the wave equation

-o (i.i.i)

being an abbreviation for the equation showing all the matrix 
indices

I (£
/¡•j *> 1 j p

The /-matrices satisfy the usual anticommit at ion rule

[ J - 7 (i*i.2)

Squatton (1.1.1) can be derived from the Lagrangian density 

/ i-i - ^^y^ )- (1.1.3)



with the adjoint of It satisfies the equation

f sO (1.1.4)

The quantity - ie transforms like a four-vector and
can be identified as the current vector. All observable quantities 
associated with this field are of .the type f f, and are thus 
Invariant under a ”gauge transformation of the first kind” or 
"phase transformation”,

<* CZ ~ i w
S € t - e

with a constant. These transformations obviously satisfy the 
group axioms and fe» a Ue group.

Mow let us see what conservation law follows fres this gauge 
invariance. We can use Noether’s theorem (cf. B and S, Chap. I)

W ' k ' ? 3(3^) 7 (1.1.6)

to give us the invariant function which in this ease is 
clearly the currant vector. (Note i and J must be considered as 

independent)* Hence, from the invariance, of the legrarían (1*1.3) 
under phase transformations follows the law of conservation of 
charge.

The electrmagnetic field in a region of space far removed 
frc® any field sources, is called the free electromagnetic or 
radiation field. In classical theory this field is described by 
an antisymmetrical field tensor F



(1.2.1)

with F „ = - K * IE and F ®-F =H A »2 2« *
cyclically. Th® field components satisfy the homogeneous Maxwell 
equations

^Fy’O. (1.2.3)

Usually, on® introduces th® vector potential I W as a ww 
dynamical variable, with

r W _ M.
r ’ wr d*Y ci.2.4)

Then (1.2.2) Is satisfied identically, and (1.2.3) becomes

0 = 0 (1.2.5)

Unfortunately, the vector potential is not uMWly determined 
by (1.2.4), as we can always add the gradient of a quantity AW 
to the potential, without changing the field variables* The 
transformation

/I W -> AW. (1.2.6)

is called a gauge transformation. To be more precise, this trans
formation is known as a”gauge transformation of the second kind”. 
(This nomenclature is now accepted as the standard one, but the 
ter® ’’gradient transformation”, which is used in Russian literature 
would be more adequate). The field variables F^W , Which des
cribe directly measurable quantities, are unchanged by the



transformation (1.2*6), as are any other observables. Hence both
vector potentials and Which should really be
regarded as a mathematical fiction, describe the same physical 
system. A quantity which remains invariant under the transformation 
(1*2.6) is called gauge Invariant*

Under this transformation the equation of motion (1*2.5) becomes

Drt„w - »a
and the freed® in the definition of th® vector potential can be 
used to simplify this equation. In classical theory one usually 
chooses AW so that

»° (1*2*7)

and then the new equation of motion is

□ ^W=°- (1.2.8)

In practice* At*) caR be arbitrary function possessing 
derivatives of the first and second order. The lack of uniqueness 
in A^ leads to the introduction of condition (1*2*7), which is 
called the ”subsidiary” condition or the “Lorentz condition”. Any 
potential satisfying (1*2*7) is said to belong to the Lorentz 
gauge. However, the Lorentz condition still does not completely 
determine the potential A„ * The equation of motion (1*2.8) 
and the subsidiary condition (1,2*7) are still invariant under 
’’restricted” or ’’special” gauge transformations!

* ^AoW, (1*2*9)

where AeW satisfies

□ A 2 0 (1.2*10) 



in any particular lorents frame of refemme, /| (x; may b® chosen 
so that so®® of the components of AW , e4g* the Msealar 
potential” A@, vanishes* (W shall in future Stop the distinguish- 
Ing wk on th® top of th® potential A)* Th® subsidiary condition 
now becomes

3^4. « (tv /I .- 9./I - o
€ " " (1.2*11)

Th® physical meaning of (1*2*11) can be seen sow ©1 early 
in momentum space* If

A- w * ¿l’A w ^Se^(v.
then •

i-w -o. a^X2)

Th® vector potential can only have two linearly Independent coa-» 
ponents perpendicular to the direction of motion, if (1.2*12) is 
to be satisfied. Hence the electromagnetic field must be transverse* 
Any potential chosen to satisfy (1*2.11) is said to belong to the 
coulomb gauge, cf. Settler (1954).

Although the condition of transversality is not covariant, 
it is possible to satisfy it in any arbitrary brents frame of 
reference by a suitable restricted gauge transformation.

This special reduction of the four-component field to a two* 
component one is peculiar only to the electromagnetic field* It 
only takes place in consequence of invariance under gauge trans
formations and is connected with th® property that the mass of 
the particles associated with this field, l.e. photons, is zero* 
On account of this fact, the potential A^W does not appear in 
the Maxwell equations, and gauge Invariance of the electromagnetic 
field must be considered.



Wit one sight ask why a choice of gang® is so as
it cannot affect any observable quantities. This is indeed true, 
but। as seen above, the choice of a particular gauge can lead to 
great slmplif teat ions in calculations* Attempts .have been made 
to avoid th® whole problem by using only field variables to des
cribe the eleotrcsaagnotic field but these have so far met only 
very limited success and make the quantisation procedure extremely 
difficult» (Cf. Hammer and Good (1Î61) and references Quoted in 
this papen)

In classical theory, the equation of motion, i.e* CÏ^W-O can 
be obtained fro® several Lagrangian densities. However, it is .more 
convenient not to Introduce the Lorents condition Into the 
Lagrangian formalism, but to impose it as an extra condition.

The Lagrangian density originally used, which has the 
advantage of being invariant under general gauge transfowations, is

0A -0
r (1,2,13)

( signifies »giving as equation of motion”)

An alternative Lagrangian used by Fermi; Dime, Pock and Podolsky 
is

/ 'T D^u'0-
* r r' 2 r r (1.2.14)

which remains invariant under restricted gauge transformations. 
The third Lagrangian used by Bogoliubov and Shirkov is

I. -j 3^ $^r y D^’o. (1.2.15)



This Lagrangian is not invariant under gauge transformations, but 
th© aquation of motion is invariant under re strict-ad gauge trans* 
formations. (For references to original papers see B and Sh The 
energy ramentum tensors nonst rusted from these Lagrangians are not 
the same, but the differences betwean them may be expressed in th® 
form of divergences Which reduce to «er© after the field equation 
and Lorentz condition haw been taken into account. To find the 
Implications of the Lorentz condition, let us wrk in nmentw 
space with

| 1 + VVI. (1<2>16

with s u> = t J |l and the four

independent Polarisation directions describad by th® ©»ponents of 
a Polarisation vector in an orthogonal «et ©f oes (X * 1,1,3,41* 
In a partikular frame of reference we »ay ehoose

<" » ■■ %”’O » W 1, «* ! 1-

<'K; - ¿-k -0 , 1,1 é¿ »e; 5 ~ , “1 ’°

Thon w® cali X « 1, 2 the transverso, X ® 3 the longitudinal and
X = 4 the scalar polarized light. The energy æcoentum tensor now 

u &
involves quantities of th® fors Qrfë) a^) • On substituting
the Fourier expansion into the Lorentz condition, written separately 
for the positive and negative frequency components, we obtain two
relations:

j d\k) + i ^*(0) : 0 ( w » •+• c &) s °

which, using the reality condition on th® three dimensional
amplitudes t.e Û- Hermitian and û anti-Hermitian, is
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equivalent to
* * 

a3(») OjlM - . O

. Hence the Lorentz condition stipulates that the average numbsr ' 
of longitudinal and timelik® opponents are equal and. thus they 
caneel In the expressions for the total energy and the total 
&MM# If the Lorents condition did not eMist th® energy 
wuld not be positive definite, and we would experience diff lenities 
due to the presence of the longitudinal and scalar photons#

The interaction of the classical fields does not co»® within 
the scope of this treatise, but one should mention the fact that 
the total Lagrangian describing these coupled fields is still in
variant wier phase.twhsf©mations of the first kind, a property 
which gives current conservation.

Ww one must consider t as ths dynamical variable of the 
theory satisfying the antioomutatlon relation (this, procedure is 
usually called second quantization)

f if W । (1.3.1)

As usual, it is most convenient to work in th® momentum 
representation. If one expands 'f(x) in a series of plana waves

I C i (h.'t -/;)<•)£ (fl * pV (ff I
€ ¿^ow + e £ uAh) aih) I

v n * yS| *

(1.3.2)

(?)
and applies the anticomutation relation, the new variables d Vl)



-io-
must satisfy

ç U?
I a OD , a </iV (1.3.3)

Neglecting the infinite zero-point energy^ th® Hamiltonien becomes
-ïr- **> i" w 1» (k) a (h) + Z. a (h) a w]

and if we define two new operators
- (i) ♦V U) = O t-h) ,

by

ew(w .- a L-h)
which satisfy th® sam® anticowmtation ruins, the Hamiltonian

n
*

becomes

M a a

£ E f
h - rsi

N (W +
(1.3.4)

(r)
ar® th® electron andand N1"

positron number operators Ths total 
t (r;

n (h) -

charge ■ Q is then

Th® fact that there are two particles described by this field 
means that the theory should ba charge symmetric® This can be 
accomplished by symmetrisation of our Lagrangian density to

(1.3.5)

and the current vector to

<e
I (1.3.6)

The observable quantities in this free field are again 
which are unaffected by a gauge transformation of

of the form
the first kind$

(1.3.7)



The twnefomationa (1.3*7) «till satisfy th® group oiWi# foi® 
a Lie group, and express conservation of charge*

a*4> W.
Before entering loto detailed calculations, it is perhaps 

advantageous to give the requiraaents our final theory should 
possess. W require a positive energy density, relativisti® 
covariance, th® Lorentz subsidiary condition awl the transvereality 
condition. Certain diff lenities arise in the quantisation of this 
field, which are essentially connected with the vanishing of the 
photon sass and to the foot that there only exist tw possible 
spin states.

Observable quantities aw still invariant under the gauge 
transformation (1*2.6). However, since we aw deallw with a 
quantised theory, A nan W either a c-nmber, or a q*n»ber. 
If, for the present, we restrict ourselves to the tornar, then 
the transversality of the electroaagnstic field can be achieved 
in various ways. Because a choice of A essentially detersine« 
th® longitudinal part, of th® vector potential, (1#2.H) can be 
satisfied with A an arbitrary 6*nwber. This corresponds to the 
classleal case and is called the Coulomb gauge. When A is put 
equal to aero, then the vector potential Itself has only trans
verse exponents. The corresponding gauge is called the «trans
verse Coulomb«, or «Radiation« gauge.

let us now choose as Lagrangian (1.2.14) and work in the 
Heisenberg picture, W neglect the Lorentz ; condition and treat 
all four emponents of the vector potential as Independent. The 
canonical momenta constructed from our Lagrangian are
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V’ ■■; W” . 5 ‘ w
If om now calculates ths equal time commutation relations, ths 
only non»vanlshing ones are

[y', = [IA J«‘ ^'!'Z

[fl V*7] -■ f/Li» , ^-91 - ‘ 
I'V / *■ J L * ¿x. J

It Is now evident, why on® cannot us® the Lorentz condition as an 
operator equation, because it would then Imply Z77^,(X2 - o , which 
veaM contradict the last of the eossutation relations above. This 
set can be replaced by an equivalent set

hW M9J -• ^]- oL ' [ an 2*° J (1.4.1)

In the moment» representation (1.4.2) becomes

(A?), A'O.
Proceeding further, we can construct the Hamiltonian for this system 
and find that the quantized electromagnetic field can be described 
by a system of quantized harmonic oscillators. The Introduction 
of number operators

An ■■ - .
gives the energy as

E = I [ 1 (1.4.4)
k u is'



(neglecting the infinite zero-point energy), 
this sch^e runs into a number of difficulties, 

(u)
Due to the anti-Hermitian nature of a , the last ter» in (1.4.4) 
has a negative sign and the energy is not positive definite. In 
addition this quantum theory cannot correspond to the proper Maxwell 
theory, as the Lorentz condition does not hold. Because of this, 
no cancellation between longitudinal and scalar photons occurs and 
we are forced to consider all four polarization directions. On a 
«ow ditailed examination of the problem, when the Lorentz con
dition can be brought into the theory, no states with negative 
energy appear and therefore we have a satisfactory theory. (For an 
alternative quantization procedure see Gel’fand (I960)).

As we have seen above, we cannot use the subsidiary condition 
in quanti® electrodynamics as an operator equation. However, to 
obtain the classical theory as a limiting case, it is not necessary 
that all Maxwell’s equations correspond to operator identities in 
the quantized theory* It is sufficient that the expectation values 
of the field variables for physical states satisfy these equations. 
So we need only consider those states |0 , for which

Irl'ñ*0- (1.5.1)

which will now be called the ’'subsidiary” or ’’supplementary’’ con
dition. In momenti® spaa® this condition becomes

[ ‘ -O. (1.5.2)

[.•%.; Ad»’».



and so the subsidiary condition is essentially a condition on the 
number of longitudinal and scalar photons present in the state 
vectors* It does not affect the transverse photons* Since the 
free field Hamiltonian is diagonal in occupation number operators, 
this subsidiary condition is obviously compatible with the equations 
of motion.

W can therefore take any state vector satisfying the above 
condition as

lô « IMQ Wô a>?>4)
r*

where contains only transverse photons and

• * X ¡J’” ' ’°- (1.5.6)

The most general solution of these two equations Is
r

ex , c S . C-Q
J»’m A11" (1.5.7)n /it w p

where C is a constant to be determined from the nowalization 
condition

(1.%B

Thus the subsidiary condition only allows physical states with a 
very special mixture of longitudinal and scalar photons. In effect 
these degrees of freedom are now fixed and only the transverse 
photons distinguish the different physical states. For many



applications it is quite sufficient to consider only for
X « 1, 2 as dynamical variables and KT> as the state vector, 
■/ith considerable care in calculations, the correct answer can be 
obtained. The total energy turns out to be positive definite and 
equal to the energy of the transverse photons, as the contributions 
from the longitudinal and scalar photons cancel. The vacuum stats 
has then no transverse photons and a mixture of longitudinal and 
scalar photons specified by (1.5*5) and (1.5*6).

Unfortunately, there are mathematical difficulties inherent 
in this treatment. If w calculate the commutation relations for 
all time, than

f , Av] - -i £ D^-^. 
L 9m r J

which contradicts the new subsidiary condition. The difficulty 
comes from the fact that the vector cannot be normalised and 
thus equation (1.5.7) cannot be satisfied by any finite C.

^glr^agmtlc Field with a finite Mass

By giving the photon a small mass, the equation of motion 
becomes

[□ - /-V w -- ° • 

which has normalizable state vectors of the form

(1.6.1)

as the limiting case of a theory with finite mass. The mere fact
that the theory has a finite mass, means that gauge transformations



become meaningless, so we shall not proceed further with this 
method» Utiyama, Imamura, Sunakawa and Dido (1?M) introduead a 
parameter X into the theory, so that the subsidiary condition is 
satisfied as X-» 1. The calculations bee®© rather complicated 
and therefore we only refer the reader to the original paper for 
more details.

^•7) (Gupta (195$), Bleuler (1950).

The difficulties associated with the normalisation of the 
state vectors ernes fr® the possibility of having both creation 
and annihilation operators in conditions (1.5.2), (1.5.3). A 
condition like can be satisfied by an annihilation
operator, but if creation operators are also present, it leads to 
a system of connected equations like (1.5.5), (1.5.6), and hence 
to states with an infinite number of particles, which cannot be 
normalised. Consequently, we must modify our subsidiary con
dition, so that it only contains annihilation operators. The 
simplest way of doing this, is to drop (1.5.3) and keep (1.5.2).

In position space (1.5.2) is

10 s0- (1.7.1)

which will in future be referred to as the subsidiary condition. 
As the role of creation and annihilation operators is changed for 
X « ^condition (1.5.2) also contains creation operators. This 
situation can only be changed by making all a the Hermitian 
conjugates of , and thus all the operators self-Hermitian 
a condition which destroys the reality of the electromagnetic 
potential.
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1st us now a metric operator ♦£ satisfying
ató define the now of a state vector as • Any
nmerlcal factor In can be eliaimted by stipulating that 

X af xt n*i = 1 • The ^octation value of an operator F now
beeves

<O - M-a,

and if F is Sewitian, its expectation value is not necessarily 
real. According to the above definition, the now of a state 
vector mod not be positive, and w nan split the state vector» 
into three classes:
(a) positive wn, which can be normalised to unity. The usual 
probability interpretation of quantum mechanics applies to this 
ease*
(b) negative now, which can be normalised to minus unity (ghost 
state)*
(e) aero nor®.

As the probability interpretation cannot hold for classes
(b) and Co), w must postulate that all physical state vectors are 
contained in class (a)* The expectation value of Af&) must be 
real and that of imaginary so

[ V'' 11 i W " 0 (1,7-3>
which, in mnmentw, space beemes 

r (A? 1 f Iff) 1[a (|;7 p La J 4 0 a^-4)
If we choose a representation for 0 and as

<¿»<1 aWl^s , ^¡7l . (1.7.5)



W P, then must he diagonal in th® quantw number® 44 I«/ for X / 4
and its matrix element must be unity» For X ® 4 we have

~ <{n) > (“ 9 , (1.7»6)
H 1 w

Henee
<a| n I • (1.7.7)

wh.« ** Is the ra of all the scalar photons in state |«> , 
i.o.

L 41^®.
“ *

The total energy of the system (neglecting gero-point energy} is now
<r £ ., W

F = Z. w Z_ /V (I; (1.7.9)
fc As'

which is positive definite. Using (1.7.3), our new subsidiary 
condition (1.7*1) can be written as

& (J fl, w mr ’°- a.7.10)' R * Py

and hence

Thus the expectation value of is gerot ensuring
correspondence with the classical Maxwell equations. Hence we have 
an acceptable theory.

As usual th® subsidiary condition is only a condition on th® 
number of longitudinal and scalar photons. Th® general state vector 
can be expressed as

s (1.7.12)
n

with only transversa photons in • Then, since



th® subsidiary condition will be satisfied by the following state 
vectors

I Î 1*1 K
1^ > • ji (°® + ‘ a l°°? ' "’W"’ (1.7.13)

which are orthogonal and have nom

<r k i
lone of these, norms are negative, but only | as a nom 
different from aero» if «me postulates that a physical state »st 
have i»» unity and satisfy the subsidiary .condition, then the 
pemissibl® states my be written as

! ’ I C & > (1.7.14)

with arbitrary coefficients C (g) » For safe of simplicity 
w now consider only transve«» photons and evaluate th® expecta
tion value of

-lA” r (r i bl?
+ e [^<^¡1° IWj.

With the aid of .

aa’l I ‘ >
w can prove (

Than w h»v« ^/|W
< ^>1 *> '■

with A defined by . n
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(1.7*1?)

(«)A convenient choice of C In (1*7.1?) gives every restricted 
gauge function A * This means that the different stat® vectors 
(1.7.12) correspond to different gauges and that we should expect 
the physical results of the theory to be independent of the 
particular mixing of longitudinal and scalar photons in (1*7*12). 
The fact that only appears In (1*7*1?) shows that the other 
coefficients play a similar role and would appear, if w calculated 
the expectation value of a product of potentials* Suppose there Is 
a state with only a given set of transverse photons present. From 
this state on® can then construct a whole set of states with th® 
same amber of transverse photons, and in addition, arbitrary 
mixtures of longitudinal and time-like photons which satisfy the 
subsidiary condition* All these states represent the same physical 
.tat. in t—. of dlff.r.nt potantlala A(1 and r.Ut-
by restricted gauge transformations*

Actually th® states (1*7.12) are not eigenstates of the 
Hamiltonian, but if w evaluate the expectation value of the energy 
of one of these states, it is equal to the sus of the energies of 
the transverse photons, and is independent of the mixing of 
longitudinal and scalar photons* In many applications it is most 
convenient to construct states which are eigenstates of the total 
Hamiltonian. The vacuum must then be defined as the state where no 
transverse photons are present and a special number of longitudinal 
and scalar photons, i.e. one has to select on® special gauge out 
of th® infinite number available. The gauge usually chosen is the 
one in which no particles whatever ar® present in the vacuum, i.e. 

(fh) the gauge where all C in (1.7*14) are zero and



*M?1*

(l.W)

Wet® also, that the Systw (1.7.13) can awer ba emplete, Mean«® 
the subsidiary eoaditMa would tM» Mw to be a» operator equation* 
Xf we haw to si® over a set ©f intermediate state«

III
then w must st® over all the

VTf = VTT
i * d’'

The lorents invariance of this theory should not trouble us, because, 
although the gauge function A 1« dependent ©a the particular 
coordinate system used, thia should be of no consequence in 
practical calculations, as these gauge functions never appear in 
the final answer» The lorents invariance of the theory has been 
discussed by Belifante and Smhw (IW).

The indefinite metric was originally introduced by .Dirac and 
the physical «distance of theories with an indefinite metric ha« 
been investigated by Ascii and Minardi (Iff®). They showed in 
particular that quantw electrodynamics, treated by the Gupta 
method, always has its transition probabilities properly defined. 
An excellent wviw article of field theories with an indefinite 
metric ms recently written by Magy (I960).

. Before ermining the interaction of Quantised field», let 
us discuss s®e other attempts to replace the Gupta^Blmsler method.
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Cl.S)

(a) Carolin (195$) gave another method of handling the subsidiary 
condition, which la gauge invariant and covariant and also gives 
normalizable states. According to his paper, the problem of finding 
the energy levels of an isolated nucleus is equivalent to finding 
normalizable states in electrodynamics. Such a system is invariant 
under translation, and the necessity to keep symmetry under particle 
exchange makes one reject the centre of mass motion. In its place 
one imposes the condition that the total momentum of the system is 
zero. Unfortunately, this leads to states which aw not normalizable 
and one imposes a subsidiary condition to give normalizable states 
without altering the relative coordinates of the particles. The 
application of this procedure to quantum electrodynamics follows, 
if we replace the translation group by the gauge group, and th® 
lorentz grow by the symmetry group*

W use th® following set of ©pewte®« 
f - V- f V

* -4 I a.b.i}
* '1 j G^‘

in place of the set Ao, A@, Au and At •
A (r) is naturally the longitudinal component of th® field 

defined by

«•*3- '
where &(>-,) = “"“7 '

i^a I >< y1
Th® non-vanishing equal time commutators are
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[W’>
(1.8.3)

[ X^Al ] -- -‘ S(’‘-2 ).
and th. naw auMidlary conditions .r. defined at ttae te to be

t X,^,^ -2‘«( f.^+i -6,^1^=»

+7e(*^)+*<’w

with 6( and 6i Hemitian operators. These optretow are chosen 

so that the subsidiary conditions are satisfied both by th®
nomalized states, and by

w f(x; - J I ‘fa j0
z with

At any time t , the matrix elements of observables satisfying th® 
new subsidiary conditions (1*8.4) have th® correct physical values. 
Gauge transfora,at ions are given by changes in 0( and 8t , 1.®.

Sg,w -• A(w KJ , $6, (W: Ah/«) (1.8.5)

Although an indefinite metric does not need to be introduced, 
the subsidiary conditions are too complicated for use in anything 
but the simplest of physical problems.

(b) Hurst (1961) has given a presentation of the subsidiary con
dition, which is free from the normalisation difficulties, even 
with a definite metric. The approach is strictly algebraic and 
is given in the Schrodinger picture, because th® algebraic properties
of the operators in this picture are better known than in th® 
Heisenberg on®.

We use a family of operators hf^ , satisfying

(1.8.6)



and with reality conditions

so that the Fourier transforms od Ti^) are Hermitian for 
p * 1,2,3 and antUHewltien for p « 4.

swh a family of operators generates an irreducible al^bra of 
operators CL on a Hilbert space# On this ring of operators a 

family of lunar aut«o?>Ma« is defined as an operator represents» 
tion of the inhomogeneous Lorents groi>.

The equations of motion are derived frosa the Feral Lagrangian 
density, (l.t#14) and a solution of the equations of motion can be 
given tn terms of the wnl annlMlation and ewation operators 
aad ^(6) satisfying the ©«u^stion relation

The state vectors in the usual approach are those vectors, - 
belonging to the representation Hilbert space of the ring Cl , 
which satisfy the supplementary conditions

t s s 0 (1#8#8)
9 • 

where ® s If{ -

The conditions (1.8.8) hold for each x as 'X (*>» and f©» a 
family of eomuting aerators. For our purpose it is better to use 
the operators

SMtMM K'c-t) and [7^^), ■ O , ^(i) 1.

amSHki operator, i.e. its eigenstates are identical with those of 
its Hermitian conjugate. It can now be shown that A (f? »^*^7 

form tw separate invariant families of operators, whereas only the



ewMaed set of X®) and it invariant* The conditions

(1.8.10)

ean now be imposed separately without violating Lorentz invariance.
The operator algebra CL is a- -algebra, i.e. if an operator 

the» a € Cl . W can few the ring CL of bounded 
operators, which c<smsute with all the and , and then the 
ring Ck of bounded ©pernors, which commute with all the elements 
@f • ft is then the ring generated by and /y , and if 
the latter is irreducible, then Q " will contain all the bounded 

operators* For simplicity we will speak of Ci instead of 0," •
The families % (|) , generate th® algebras )

3 fyP) which are invariant commutative subalgebras of Ct * 
»nc., 'B ’ 3"0<W) an« W> = B'^. The «• 

mutator algebras ^(X(*9 and ^(Xe9 of operators, which commute 

with all elements of and respect ivaly, are
«•fir»« by -. »nd * 'B'fr1'') • Clearly

CZ C. . The intersection
^pi) z Invariant suWlgebra of Ct con*

tainlng both 3(Xl+’) /M f a * -alg.br«.

(tC** / 1» gonorat.« by the aupplanantary condition operators 

and the positive frawney components (V of th® electro«
magnetic field operators. Ct can be generated from by

adjoining th® operator . Similar statements hold for
and •

The group of Urantr transforation« are defined by 
oCh s L fl L where L is an element of the operator representation 

of • It fellows that and . As
w have for all B ^3 . So L^-B'L
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unless B’s 6 # those which cowrate with all & » The

only L for which this holds is th® identity operator* Bence 
is an outer automorphism of . It can he shown that any 
operator contained in A is invariant under rest rioted gauge 
tMnsfowatic®»* This mans that the representation of A on 
a Hilbert space is a field theory of the elect romgnotie field, 
which Is automatically gauge invariant*

As the elements and ©«rate with all the
elements of A , we can for» a tw*sided ideal \u) 
consisting of all elements of the form C X* * , where

C C? 1€ & ♦ This ideal J generates a reminder ring A 

which Is'the description of the elaetr»a<mtie field in the 
Lorents gauge#

Although £i is an outer out« whim of A , it can. be 
shown that ¿A Is an inner automorphism. The property of 

Lorents transformations being timer «tomorphiws of A as 
well as of 0- is inport ant, for it means that the algebra is 

emspletoly self contained, tM actually makes no refewme to «ter* 
«1 quantities when its structure is discussed. This is the 
algebraic equivalent of the fact that the quantum theory of th® 
electromagnetic field way be constructed with no reference to
potentials.

Other Ideals generated by (t) for arbitrary
functions J“' , say , also generate remainder rings • 
Th® remainder rings £L and ar® subrings of & and are in

fact identical. This means that the electromagnet is field is 
invariant under general gauge transformations arid not merely under 
restricted gauge transformations.



Because 1^2 and X^ have a continuous spectrum, ■ 

states corresponding to th« eigenvalues (g; and J (j; cannot
b« »©realized. However, the Hilbert space Jf , in which these 
operators act, can b® expressed as a direct integral over the 
spectn® of X^ and X^ 9

# * // ¡flu Sffe 0
where $s a ®Ubbft space corresponding to each
choice of the spectral functions j and a . Although there

/ MJ M) 1exist no proper state vectors with eigenvalues 'i / J / > 
Hilbert space Jf is well defined. Gauge variant operators are 
those which comeat one # another. If $ is
any vector in 9 the normalization can be written as

Iti’U WI W'l*
where is a proper state vector in » so
that the integral of over exists. Th® set
of such normalizable vectors will be possible physical states* The 
Hilbert space X^6/0^ the special property of being an invariant 
space in th® Lorentz gauge, whilst the remaining spaces transform 
amongst themselves according to

The vacuum state in the remainder ring i is defined by
i.e. HV.1’*’ 

0C^
^(^are the freqmney exponents of th© transverse

potentials. This state can be considered as a vector in the space 
(co) . in each of the subspaces equivalent vacuum

states can be defined by e ° , and many*partiele states
generated by successive applications of ,

The use of the space instead of (^e/ corresponds to
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embedding the physical space of th® stat® vectors in a larger space 
t© permit ths us® of the Bamlltonlan formalism* This larger space 
Is |ùét a mathematical artifice to amble the as® of thé simple 
methods of th® canonical formalls® and thus need haw no real 
existence* The problem of iwn-nomalixability of states in 
with respect to the span® $ Is therefor® without physical meaning 

The above approach is described in terms of th® conventional 
theory, with th® usual supplementary condition* The modifications 
of Candlin and Gupta-Bleular lead to the same physical conclusion 
and the reason for this follows below.

1*

The auxiliary functions introduced by Candlin can be written 
in our new notation as

XfW »

fw ’ (cV’t«

with Fourier transforms

and the supplementary conditions

<W ‘° a.e.u)

CtW s [ ^.) ~ i^vh--0 a.gas)

C, and Ct commute, but they are mt normal operators* The 
corautator algebras C((fcj and can be generated as above. 
The remainder ring eu has exactly th® same structure as before, 
so that all physical consequences are unaltered, but now is
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a subspace of X with the result that th® ©©Bponents ©an 

be W»ali®H as vectors in X rather than tn ^{(o^ , Bww, 
the ©pesters C$ , C^) do not few © Lowntz invariant family, 
so th® ©©mutator algebras and ¿^u) ar® not invariant 
sub*alg®bras* The remainder ring , having the same structure 
as before has the same «utmorphlms and is therefore invariant.

Wly (1.8.11.) Is taken as ths subsidiary condition, so that 
there - is now an infinite nmber of normalizable states with fixed 
transverse photon number®, satisfying the st^lementary condition* 
This ambiguity is avoided by the introduction of the indefinite 
metric. . If w introduce two amber operators (i) and , 
defined by «t <

n »y-
then the solutions of th® subsidiary condition can be labelled 

^oo ot;^at * ' ' ®tc* th® first suffix referring t© the 
eigewalues of , and th® second to the eigenvalues of

9 ® commutes with C^J , > can nw shw that
( ^0(j ^o^)~ 0 t unless /V = 0 • So with this nomalisation9 only

the similtawous eigenstate of both conditions (1.8.11) and (1.8.12) 
is allowed. May operator CL 6 which ©©mutes with both 

operators (1.8.11) and (1.8.12), satisfies .. ' tn® relation
^o/U i /I ^oo ) • *• regards operators which do

not commute with the second operator in (1.8.12), there will be a 
variation in expectation values with N , because such an operator 
will have non-zero matrix elements between different eigenstates of

/V( ♦ Thus, although the physical consequences of the approaches

of Candlin and Gupta-Blouler are th® same, there is a difference in
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the treatment of the gauge variant operators, because the states 
are rejected,

Ozaki (1^60) has proposed yet another method of treating the 
subsidiary condition. His method is covariant and does not use 
th® canonical formalism., Again w refer the reader t© ths original 
paper for more details.
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Wwwwalised variables are used here In a dlsenssion of the 
interaction of the two fields, aM invariance properties of the 
©cabined field under gauge trawfowatione are studied* Finally, 
as a preliminary to renowalisation, spwtwl representations for 
vacuum expectation values aw introduced.,

la the last chapter we considered only the free Quantised 
fields* Radiative processes only arise from the interaction of 
the two systems, because only in this ease can energy and moaentm 
he transferred from one field to the other* The coupling of the 
fields can be achieved by postulating the existence of a coupling 
tern in the field equations* lot us choose as lagrangian the 
charge syssstric expression,

of = + X1 (2*1.1)

with [f w, -J

X - .• F F - i 9%^ ' 5, i f

The equations of notion are

-. inflow g f(x) , (2.1.2)

oy; ■- - *V'. (2.1.3)
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Note that equation (2.1.2) can be written as

) tw] W = O (2.1.4)

i .®* the interaction can be taken into aee«nt by the replacement
of by ^-iefy in equations for and by in
équations for ipW •

Because the interaction tew does not contain the âerlwtlw 
of a field operator, the canonical æcwenta are th® saw® as before 
and

S(x0-XÔ) [ : ) (2.1,f)

^-«¡J [fl^ W’l ’ 0. {aa>o

‘ ‘ ^'-l- (2.1.7)

Onfortumtaly, these oomut&tlen relations cannot be extended to 
arbitrary time® as in the ease of free fields.

The differential equations of sot ion can be transformed Into 
integral equations with the aid of retarded functions 

* c* /- J . (2.1.S)

+ ' (2.1.9)

^isre ta nd are the solutions of the free field equations

We shall assume that all integrals, as in (1.1.8) and (.l.W) are 
uniquely defined by an adiabatic switching off of the interaction.

♦H y» *»With this postulate, an4 n^l*)ar® the boundary values of th®
Heisenberg operators f(x) and as They ar® chosen so that 
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they make the liwiltonian nt - oa Magens! and satisfy the usual 
©©mutation »1stlens#

<»l[ ?X x
* t c az j (aa.io)fifa) ] * -i

I [ : ^'*’^
In ©Her t© M able to us« th® last equation, we shall quantize the 
electromagnetic field by the method of Gupta and Metta?» Th® 
metric operator satisfies

[f"nh L'FZ"ll ’ 0 •

[^,13* iC^b0
and, fw the interacting case,

[^R> 1 ) ! ~ ° '
but not th® corresponding relations for th® electron field» (^(x; 
depends on the degrees of freedom of th® Incoming field« W must 
define W as fa)« fax i i* to give th® theory the 

proper reality conditions.

As we want the continuity of current to hold for the cowled 
fields

: X [ fa) , ir mJ

we must have as an op^tator identity. The
continuity of the subsidiary condition is now assured;

■■ /O = 0. (8.1.11)

^e are thus limited to restricted gauge transformations satisfying
DA ® O • But the restmass of th® photon should remain zero, as 
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the electromagnetic field interacts with other field«» This naans 
that we aust demand invariance of the interacting electromagnetic 
field under restricted gauge transformation«. Obviously, invariance 
of the Lagrangian and agnations of motion can only be true, if we 
WP-ly a raw transformtlon to the electron field simultaneously 
with the gauge twnsfowation» This latter transformation, which 
will compensate for the other changes, can be found, if we recall 
that the interaction of the tw fields is taken into account by 
a substitution of 2^-* t ieAy in th® equations of aotion. 
Therefore, under a gauge transformation

* ■*

To cancel the extra Ums above, it is necessary to Wly the 
following transformation to the elect rem field

, /v lede*) - ~ -¿«Aw
^(x/ , %&).

sinultanaously with , DA ®

Th® transformations (2»1.12) and (2.1.13) are called th® 
gauge transformation. . A

£ € A 
tinier then, ~ "t€ €

and i *t€

Thus the Lagrangian (2.1.1) and equations of motion 
invariant under the combined gauge transformation, as long as A 
satisfies DA'O •

To find the invariant under this new transformation grow we 
can again substitute directly into Noether’s theorem (l.l.é) which

(2.1.12)

°. (2.1.13)

combined

are



gives

f A - ie 2^

and s o.

2^ ? A
9^) ' (2.1.14)

(2.1.1?)

W sett«« that oeours ©sly in the free elect romgmtic >art 
of the Lagrangian so /Wp w * The last tern in

(2.1.1?) becomes

l~ ' (2.1.16)

“* v3”^'and
f A ?r 5"'J * Jf

Substituting this result in (2.1.1?) gives 

so (2.1.16) beeoms

Iw sins© A and at® arbitrary^ it follws that

(2.1.17)

aquation (2*1.17) shows how to calculate th® currant density from 
any Lagrangian and make® clear that th® current Is conserved. If 
w now define the charge density to be j s -c9 then the 
total charge of th® field is

Q r [.¿y = e f f ^-7 - —
J* Jh(^)

and, from (2.1.17), this is a constant of the notion, i.e.



5 (2.1.18)

Thus charge conservation is a conseqtMmce of invariance under the 

combined gauge grow*
Following th® work of Wng and Mills (1$^), one now postulates 

that invariance under gauge transformations of the first kind is 
equivalent to the statement , that the phase of the electron field 
is irrelevant» The local character of present field theory implies 
that relative phases at different waee*ti®e points should be c®n* 
pletaly unrelated, and so A has to be an arbitrary function of 

% satisfying 0 A 8 0 . Hence the demand of gauge invariance 
necessitates the existence of a vector field A , which Is F&
coupled to the owl« field * and subject to gauge transformations 
of the second kind. The invariance of the Lagrangian and of the 
field equations is saved by carrying out both transformations 

s imultaneously*

(2*2)

Let us now examine the possible gauge transformations, calling 
th® new gang« group the group- of both transformations

¿cd
'W' ■> e y

There ar® essentially five different cases.
(1) Invariance under phase transformations
(2) Invariance under a constant gauge 

transformation
(3) Invariance under restrained gauge 

transfor®ations
(4) Invariance under general gauge 

transformations

A = const .
Z4 MA - & ? ft = const

A « AC*? j D A ‘ 0.
A • Aw with A^) an 

arbitrary C-nusber



(?) Invariance under quantised or 
aerator gauge transformations

A-A^) With Ai*? a 
q*nwber.

nsmllyt one only consider« cases (1) and <3)t but there is no 
real reason why all eases should not he of equal importance* The 
first four eases are classical gauge transfomationsf and on eon* 
«Keying A to he a ^•nmberi w must- specify its ccmntation 
rules with th® field operators। which will be done in a later 
chapter* Let us now treat only ths class leal gauges and in 
particular (3)t as there art then no difflenities associated with 
the subsidiary condition* It is well known that field variable« 
on a particular ®pae®*life plane cr my be transfomad. by a 
unitary operator U into a new set of variables on that plane 
by th® correspondence

cp 00 -> p - {) cfW V~'.

When the twtnsfowation operator U is independent of O’ , the 
original and the transformed field describe tw systems with the 
sms physical properties> i.e* sama ewautation rules, field 
equations etc.

W shall now show that gauge transformations (3) are canonical 
transformations* To construct ths infinitesinal generators, we may 
consider A(>‘> as an infinitesimal quantity of first order and 
write c- . -

' ' iF
W® now need an operator F with th® property that U 5 C where

‘ 5 ' ‘ z (2.2.2)

This operator Is
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f - f dty 1 de with J = 2 - 2
J I* 9% 2* (2,2.3)

Because D 3^-0 and 0 A^* 0 , we haw 

3^Arv*P%h o, 

se F Is independent of the plane V , and the wfore an integral, 
which will be referred to In future as the gauge integral, It is 
really a continuous sat ©f integrals, as A is only restricted 
by DASO* Th® state vectors satisfying the subsidiary condition 

1^*0 also satisfy f ¡^fO , ean aw «gplolt the 
property of F being the pwsdiw operator of the gauge grow 
(3), Any quantity which ecssmutes with F Is automatically 
invariant under this, grow*

Hom», there are two kinds of invariants. An observable 
in quantua electrodynamics can be defined as an op«rator which, 
in a representation where F is diagonal, has no matrix elwents 
connecting the eigenvalue aero of F with any other eigenvalue. 
The measurement Of a physical quantity repr®s«nted by such an 
observable will net result in a state vector, which violates the 
subsidiary condition. As a eoweguence, the expectation value of 
an observable for state vectors which satisfy the subsidiary condition 
is gauge invariant, W must therefore distinguish between sbser* 
vables of the first Mata rep Absented by gang® invariant operators, 
and observables of the second kind which have gauge invariant 
expectation values only.

The wov&tors and observables of the first Mod,
i,e. r -1 r -[F,Frl =

whereas the operators and ar® observables of the second 
kind, i.e.



fr, Pr]iO= [f, °
for «ny state vaotor satisfying ths snbsHisry condition /0- ° 
<cf* Jawh and Bohrlieh, Chap* 5)*

In Chapter X w showed hew state vectors,. by an. appropriate 
selection of gang®» ©an be oh®tan a© that only transverse photons 
are present. We must masher that in a scattering problem the 
iatsraetien causes th® appearance of diff ©rant types of photons in 
the intermediate and final state* If we aom® that the 
constant 6 is a function ©f the tlaa tn sneh a wy that

6-» 0 af |t|-> o© then this switching off implies that th® 
initial state (in the interact inn representation) and
the final state into which develops by virtue of the equation 
©f motion» both satisfy the free field subsidiary ©otitto* As 
initial state w ©an choose ©ne in which no longitudinal or scalar 
photons are present. In scattering theory» one is interested in 
ths amplitude (fy ,*t ^¿) for a transition from the state 

to the final stat® * It follows fro®

that this amplitude is independent of the Bi^ur® of longitudinal 
and scalar photons so that» in particular, w can always take 
to be a stat® with no longitudinal or scalar photons* Moreover, 
one may then omit the metric operator from the amplitude, and 
simply writ® It as ( ) <

Although initial and final states can be described in terms 
of transverse photons only, we cannot neglect longitudinal and 
scalar photons altogether. When charges are present, these photons 
represent the instantaneous static Coulomb Interaction between th® 
charges. In older treatments, this Coulomb interaction was separated 
off and one only quantized the transverse part of th® field which is 



not a covariant procedure. If one wants to calculate radiative 
correction®, one nust describe th® process by the four types of 
photon®» lleuler ha® pwed that these two forms of description 
are equivalent*

When there ar® charges present, the state vector la the 
interaction picture becomes a tiae*4opendent quantity, say ^CO 
satisfying the equation of .motion

i = W,*(0.
3t

The subsidiary condition nust now be modified to

e) W '0 ■
for all value® of * , where, if c e « j^*)

+ e f 
vt

This nw condition must be defined by an adiabatic switching off 
process and is e«patible with the equations of motion« The 
photon propagation function

(2.2.5)

represents an exchange of all four types of photons between charged 
particles, even though the initial and final states contain only 
transverse photons.
loti* In order that the S*®atrix be invariant under the gauge 
transformation (3), the ^-operator must ccmute with the gauge 
integral F» This ensures the conservation of the subsidiary 
condition. Conservation of charge follows frow. the fact that the 
total charge operator commutes with the S*operator.



are denoted by û t ô ÿ Ù % A 
vaeuw It dtflmd by P^ ¡o)~ 0 , (where 
Mcwentm operator) ©ne can deflm all these 
of vac«» e^wtatlen wlwi

^o| I °) : Z3w(«-?<9.

C’l Î j (.»■"'J.

/ol s 1 .

<$*3)

To illwstrtt® the use of spectral which oeew in
present literature and will b® weà extensively in future chapter®, 
w insert here a section on the Ittl4n-t®lwam Theor«» (Killen 
awu Mm» amn. 
aœ

The invariant functions for interacting fields m wore 
lingular on the light com than the e@rwspoad.lgg free*fieH 
functions» 

....
M us take for a free scalar Hermitian field

having invariant functions £ , end &F • Th®

corresponding functions for an interacting scalar Bamltian field 
and &F ♦ If the 
P^ is the energy- 

function® in tense

(2.3*1)

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3) 

(2*3.4)

(2*3<i)

P being Dy® on’s chronological product. With these definitions the 
same relation® hold between the prised invariant functions, a® 
between the unprimed Invariant functions. g*g.

mailto:e@rwspoad.lgg


’ - ò\-x) f fap W s 2i (X?- J Me*

let w first investígate the properties of Ô without using 
psrtw^tim theory, field aquations, or cmmutstlon relations 
for » W postulate th® following axl«st

I • The theory mst be lorents invariant «
XX« . The ram exists as tha state of l«w«t energy* 
ili» We eigswalwi of should few a soplete set 1» a

Kiliert spa» with positive definita uMMu#
It fallows fro It that Mists with ths pruRttiss

‘ (h”//'J •
Fr« II Md III

Pr I ^> ‘ ln> ,
a^t beeause the 1^) * ewlota M> Wi eas expand in toms 
ef this set of Mates«

<o|fwfv7i»>5 1 ii^}
Ä

miBg tM wtatiea
<o| ' iolW’

< f0^(x; heeawM ^1^')-l/fi) ató J » $ )
W» matrix •&NMAH â sWIe de^etóeaoe an x

- ^o¡[ ii’‘,,i>r^°^> ■■

¡ . ‘”‘r _ Hi^
■■ •

and so , ¿fax-*1)
i Ò (»•*') - £. $¿0) ¿ & Z 

fL
let us iw tntïodu» the speetral function defined, by

»>

where the sm extends over all states with o» value of öue



invariance, 1* a function of. & only. Hane®

£^-*') * , (2.3.7)

where the mwaatlon has been »placed by integration. Situation 
(2*3.7) should be compared to th® free field equation

A '■ J W (2.3.8)

«0
Because dm #n always wAte s J 0**^ ^(^*<9/^7 we have

S(X"X*^ • J ^(x-x7; ^9 )

bmw all the other functions can be built fW linear 
ewbiaatlons of Z) W < w have the general relationship

* J, SP(x?w9 (2,3.9)

This is an important result« It means that the invariant functions 
for interacting fields ean be fewed fiw a linear combination of 
the similar free field functions with a sass spectrm 
can only be calculated when the theory is Malate $ but w® can 
few one or two properties from the above definition«

(a) ^(wlJ 0 because We sm over intermdiata state is positive

If and represent a free field of mass Mf then 

and $(-6^ ^(6+m’J as = £n 
(c) $ -function singularities in eorrespo^l to the stable 
particles in our theory.

If one assumes that the theory contains at least one stable 
particle^ tMa must eontaln at least cm 5 -function, and
is usually expressed in the form (p) -. a f cr^1) .

Sw it is known, that the strongest singularities of th®



o 1
functions ù ) are independent of X and lie on th» light ©one«
For ox«plot the function i*,4*1 ) has a $ -function for all K 

ón thé light cone

A (x -i*»1) -V J— $(«V + - - - • less gingillar terns*
' A'O

Woee# for the strongest singularities of Zj on the light cono, 
one can write

^\x) z △ ix^. f +♦**!»£ singular

SO the complot® theory is either at least as simular on the 
light eon® as the free field theory, (whan J ^') Ab*) converges) 
or is sore singular (when Jf(**VAb*) diverges). It earnest be 

less singular dm to the positive definite mtwe of *
We note also from (2.3*9) and the aquations

Az ’% 7 CJ
)? o , x& * ' for sc spam like
til(using netrle sc z x - we

that

and ' z for %l space like

lienea, **
4°l [■* (2.3.10)

<®l [ = 0 (2.3.11)

for any theory satisfying th© above conditions* This theory could 
be local or non-local, linear or non-linear, as long as it satisfies 
th® axioms* The theorm seems to block the way of any further 
attempt to for® a theory which is free from divergences lewnts 
invariant. The only way out of this difficulty is to work in a
Hilbert space with an Indefinite metric*



In this chapter w shall study th® renowallsaticn program© 
of Milan, The methods developed here will then be used to 
calculate the polarisation of th® vacuum* and to shew the infinity 
of on® of the r@nowall.Mat ion constants» Finally, before proving 
the generalised WK identity* a ©«parison with the older method# 
of perturbation theory is given»

<3*i) Mxstelto

When the equations of motion of the Interacting electro* 
mgmt io and electron field ar© solved by means of perturbation 
theory* certain infinite terse appear. These teas can be eon* 
wntently removed by a remm&lisation of the sass and charge of 
an electron* but the question remains as to whether these in*' 
finltle# are inherent tn the »©hem of quantum electrodynamics or 
are present due to an unjustified expansion in powers of the 
coupling constant. The solution to this problw can only be 
found by solving the equation# of motion without the use of
perturbation theory. Milan (1953) carried through this pro- 
grame, and wo follow his methods In this chapter. The Heisenberg 
picture is used throughout. A canplet® list of references can be 
found in the article on quantum electrodynamics in «Handbuch dor 
Physik'%

The equations of motion of th© coupled fields are
U . u U r WW - ie.vfl s f ,W

a^m 5 'T 5 'JW

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

mailto:r@nowall.Mat


W anticipate the change from wwwwaliswd to renormalized 
variables by writing * ^o Wo the unwnor®
malisad quantities* These equations of Motion aw derived fr® 
the Lagrangian (5,1,1), written in terns of unrenomalised 
quantities.

The Hermitian, momentm aerator 1^ satisfies [^^y]- $ , 

expressing total energy and momentum conservation. Since the 
ewmite, w can choose the state vectors in the Heisenberg picture 
to be eigenfunctions of all P^*s with sigewalu® i.e.

Pf'l^ ♦ Saeh 1^ describes a stationary state and has 

a definite energy and mcmentw attributed to tt. Two other 
assumptions are usually necessary*
(a) the eigenvalues of |y are mill or tlm like vectors, l,e.

P h s P " P o £ 0 equivalent to assuming that the total mass 
of the syst« is real or zero.

(b) A vacuum state exists as the state of lowest energy. This is 
equivalent to asswing 0 fOT all states but it Is not enough 
to characterise the vacum state uniquely, due to the presence of
scalar and longitudinal photons. Fro© the infinite number of states 

the Ouptaavailable, Fällen chose eorrespo^lng to
Bleuler gauge*

The integral solution® of the equations of motion aw 
U 0* r i r u iŸ & ■. y 09 - J ^(*'*9 (^y She ,

and ■■ <3.!.
0»

where and aw the free field or incoming operators* We 
assume adiabatic switching off of the field, so that and 
tend asymptotically to and as /t/*> , and all the 



corresponding imcmihg states ar® present in the interact ion states. 
Thus it is possible to characterize all states by their particle 
ambers in the corwspondint free iae®!^ states» The interaction . 
vacum stats should also have zero energy. Consistent methods of 
foaulating asymptotic conditions on interacting fields haw been 
given by lohstarin, Syaawlk and ^taernan (If??). MW satisfies

i • -i V""7,
and <o| [ (*'*') .

t

The properties of fl £ are a little mow delicate, as pointed out 

in Chapter I. In practical calculations we should we the formulae

P/X 0^ . 0.1.sj

<^o| ( ^^,'/ • (3.1.6)

Which, as we know, are Inconsistent with the Lurent« condition, 

y ■■ °

which is of no importance, if only gauge invariant quantities are 
used. However, in our calculations we will also have to use gauge 
variant quantities and here it 1» most convenient to apply the 
indefinite metric method of Gupta and Biculer. replace the 
the Barents condition by the weaker condition A.
and as a consequence tSliD can be satisfied. If the vacuus Is also 
defined as the state with w scalar, transverse, or longitudinal 
photons present, then(32k*5) also holds. It must be understood 
that this is a non-gauge Invariant formalism, as we have chosen 
a special gauge (mfWWt to as the Gwta->Bleuler gauge) which 
corresponds to



(3.1.7)

(3.2)

We now stipulate that a state with a physical electron must 
have a mass which, is exactly equal to the »ass a on th® left hand 
side of the Dime equation. To do this, we add a mass 5m to 
both sides, i.a.

M

tyd+wjy4- f^) = le^Y* + (3.2.1)

in exact. definition of 5 a must now he given without the use of 
perturbation theory. This is most conveniently dem by studying

u
the matrix element of the operator 0*' between the ww» and 
the state | lO with one electron of memo nt m /I * 1 con* 
motion between 0/ ^(^1 and ^/ P’lh^ enables 

us to determine 5m* Kew

y V?: ^C*)- f fV;
and <fWH -- ' J iV9 J

X A.fX.
gives x* „ .

^3*) = J t S(.^)^".
” -jO xi’*»

The equal time antieommutatlon relation with an arbitrary operator

As thè last integrai eontains operatore with thè seme tlw 
coordinate, it can he evaluated by uslng thè commutatlon relations.
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The vacuum expectation value of (3.2.2) 1»
OQ fe, f - 2 11X^1 í't 2

I» /f?
If this MR. is mr states containing physical particles, then 
only the one particle states (one electron or one photon) CM 
contribute and

<o{ fMh> 5 1 
r a

Sow let th® operator H» be the operator &) , then 
?C > 0(

áf

Free iwariame «MaldMRtiMi w can write the following spectral 
representation ,
<«i{ ¡i^ ■ z * ‘^fl'i'

X p
The positive definí te energy «peetM», and th® MstwtlM that the 
vacuna la the state of lowest energy, implies that

is invariant and so fnos (3*2.3)

^l^>lh> - Ü+
. f i + /|'^ - 3'{/ii] (° //>>

For each one particle state, s and >° , the factor 
| + -^o &’^) Is independent of space like and so

5 C°l I (3^^

with N a universal constant, called the wave function renormalization 
constant. u

Hone« '- b'^Xol ^>1^ = ° .



, thanIf w sow let rW • f (V

o s f /oX°1 [u(°Iifai')t

©r

- -<7^wX°/ff^f
’- *3 ® x‘ ® J

.U
as W haw initially chosen the gauge where (° I ny^lo/ - °
Wow fros Invariance considerations 

and hence

.i&(*■*’)’ ùi,[dÎ +
_ ^y/i^)(s^'^ ¡vws,^))

vh«« 2 A/'/ is deflnsa by th® dlsparslon ralatlon

t. W &
m nw substitute into (3.1111^ giving

(3,2^)

But ean b@ show t© be WfUf so

(3,2,7)

This is an i®pllcit equation, as also contains , 
1st us new return to the equation

<^oj ^flh^ -

Is it possible to nomalise the sleet yen field so that A/ can be 
mde unity? This can be nchiwad by dividing each matrix element 
by N , or alternatively, by defining the operator

। u
(3.2.8)



called the field ^eretcr which satisfies

p $(1'2 ? (3.2.9)

ant = ¿e, (3.2*10)

Alio,if

^1^'} " then 1
-J

We Mw thus succeeded in isolating the factor N , so that it can 
ba studied separately* low if /V 1 were fiMte> W theory would 

bo satisfactoryf but unfortunately there are indications that this 
const ant is infinite*

For emploteness, w sketch another relation which can be used 
to define N * let us write the Integral equation for the 
renormalised field as

ipl: - f
The anticommutator of two such operators can be used with (3*2*9) 
to give

<■n^>f^-^l]
so , -if ] (3.2.1a)

IV' 1 1 * Jo J
In the evaluation of this result certain quantities appear, which 
are not properly defined. Integrals like

6/9'70 *
/V

are actually finite, wen though {°lf(>l>l^ is sero* The reason 

for this is, that the Integral really contains a factor like
. h zft. $Yh +4M / ’ which is Indeterminate on the mass s|all. )a



A ragularimtlon procedure is needed to extract the finite part 
fro® i^atewimte expressions. W define new functions ¿^),

* which ere identical to t «Wt 
for ^-z । and eostain n© Angularities on the mass shell. 
With these new functions the result of the above calculation
becomes

1= It ~2~
Oa2.13)

A suitable method of .calculâtion is to work with the functions 
O’/ throughout, and than subtract out the singular part 

fro® the final answer.
After having dealt with the »ass wnormlisatlon of the 

electron, cm wight water whether a mass renomallsation of the 
photon is not necessary. Actually, as no fr»e fields exist in 
nature, a’ ease could be put forward for the free photon hawing 
mass« But if a bare photon «ass appeared in our equations, we 
would imedlataly encounter the difficulty of preserving gauge 
invariance, as Hawaii’s equations are postulated for the free 
fields. The photon self*energy he made sore by use of
Pauli-Villars régularisation, but no proof of ths vanishing of 
the bars and physical masses seems to exist without using vector 
meson theory, (cf. Preprint by Johnson (1$61)).

(3.3) nit.

We stipulate that the matrix element of the renormalized 
potential between the vacu» and one photon state
should have the same X dependence as the matrix element of the «
potential (ji) between th® vacuum and one photon stat® •



Wow the general covariant relation between these two matrix 
elements is

C ( /*> (3.3.1)

where c and M am constants, Independent of x and K .
The constant C in (3*3*1) corresponds to W in the last 

sections. but 1 depends on th® vector properties of th® potential» 
If we only had to deal with transverse photons in th® state $ 
then th® tarsi containing M would be SOP® low u^Lik® M> C 
has a physical saaning. It really ©©meets the unit of charge of 
the free field with that of the interacting fields* For simplicity, 
we would like to replace C by unity to make these two charges 
identical* and we can achieve this by adding a team to the current 
operator* So the renorsaliaod operator Mwses

(3.3^)

If we start with the unrenow&lited variables 9 we have the equation
U ' • » u "I

QfiJ1’ 5 -J. 1
’ f (3.3.3)

Me ran now defin» renoniallnation to ba the follwin« transfonaation. 

' ■■
u t /IM

, ■ <3,3,4)

«0 d Z JT^ e°

/ffle 4" : ,
then (3*3*3) becomes ^|-L? 0^ z aTSd
(3*3*2) follows» So vTPl playa the same role for the electro* 
magnetic field as R in the electron field.



Ifewvar, the for® of the current vector (3.3*2) is not 
explicitly gauge invariant, and this can ho achieved by adding an 
extra taw which does not alter the equations of motion, i.e*

jfW‘ -lCd^!- ) (J>3tS)

This extra ter® does net affect the transverse photons, as we still 
have •

For convenience we now collect together the fowulae for the 
Lagrangian, equations of notion, and eooutatlon relations using 
the renomallsed <uantitias , w and € * These aw?

Z’Z|+^ + ^i'

£ , . F F , 2 0-3^
i r

fV> = f (3.3.7a)

-DV" " Y’ s :T ~L^Onr'^) <3-i^

.M i(.^-’<i)[;fi^l'K’‘'->]‘^^ (3.3.8a)

I ' 0 (3.3.8b)

[^(,<’?/ivb,/'^ * "t *c/■♦€<,) (3.3.8e)

St V«»') [ ~:L (3.3.8d)



To calculate L * we use the same method as for S^m * The equation of 
motion written In terms of rowimllsed variables is

+[ o^-'^oW. (3>3>9)

and so , .

<»l[afw,W)
4 (t|( /£» ,

A spectral representation for the current commutator Is

(3*3.10)

with

and hence

(3.3.11)

I V«0 J " M/ 7 J

From the equal time commutation relation (3«3«8b), for we

tave o.-i,
3«; i 7 J

rt . i [*<£>2Z..
1 Jo s'- (3.3.12)

A similar calculation, using another equal tine comutation relation: , 
can give us a value tor the constant L . Suppose we choose (3.3.8c), 
then we can calculate the vacum expectation value of the left hand 
side and find that

<«| : .: fyi-i’jfi (i + TT^) - Vw]

(3.3.13)



with 7T(/T defined by the dispersion relation

-/t) Ti^H . i ’ (3.3.14)
a+^

A comparison of (3*3*8e) and (3*3*13) yields

JL . |+ f?W -■ I 4 f C d“J2-L .
I-L Jo & (3.3.15)

A similar calculation, using the other non-vanishing camutation 
relation, gives the same result» As (3*3.1$) involves an integral 
over the spectral function , w can determine th® behaviour
of th® charge renormalis&tion factor JT-Z , if w can find out 
some properties of can now use gauge invariance to
show m^) positive* One can writ® (3*3*11) as

vg jj^i j,i»> nw. (3.3.1«)

The x-cmpomnt of the current. operator must have real expectation 
values, if the current is to be Hermitian, i.e.

<*/ jjo> ■■ «0/1
with standing for the number of scalar photons In the state
| • Therefore fro® (3»3»16)

V , ’IT^) ■■ ~T~7 £ ¡<‘/jJ?>l(-0 <^3.17)
If the iw on the right hand side contained no scalar photons, 
than it would be positive. Bowevar, w are using th® Gupta-Bleuler 
gauge, In which the contribution of scalar photons exactly cancels 
the contribution of longitudinal photons, so

!<•) -- K>l Jf.fi, ^^>1.



holds for any number of photons in the Mato HO • This shows 
that (3»3*17) Is always positive*
(Mote that a similar proof does not hold for , because

fW fs s@$ gauge invariant).

Since TT^V is always positive, the right hand side of 
(3*3.15) «»st always be positive, implying that

0 < L 4 I

■MM the charge MnsllMtlM factor I lies between aero and 
unity. (1 ® i is a singular point of our theory, as the Initial 
equation of motion becomes trivial).

The adiabatic procedure used to define integrals like (3.3.4) 
can be replaced by asymptotic conditions on the field operators in 
order to use only «normalised quantities <WllMkt Steeh, 
Bmmm (i960)). Usually, one proceeds to build up a Hilbert 
space of physical states fro® the free particle states. Conditions 
like

are really restrictions on the fields, as the integrals must «1st 
for matrix elements built out of real states in a Hilbert space. 
The restrictions are equivalent to the asymptotic conditions of 
Lehmann, Symanslk and giweman (LSZ). This restriction can bo 
seen most easily by calculating the vacuum to one particle matrix 
elements. The integrals converge only in the trivial case, when

¿olfw/lj-■ V/P'//•>-« ■■ 0 (3.3.18)

’ P (3.3.19)



The nomallsatlen of the operators is time defined as

9 C°l{t'^llC>s J ^3 (3*3*20)

¡b (V
<o//^/Ps <^1^'10* Jj^ Z (3.3.21)

where (¿ty) is a posiMw energy spinor normalised to Uty) u(hf * 1.
speaking, this means that the ©ne particle states have the

same space tl» behaviour as the free particle states. If w define 
the charge (J by Q = JjjHJd** , then

-e </</a'> = « ZA> ¿"WA
(The charge operator in Mllen*s treatment is discussed later.)

•aS 5 ^3'e (3.3.28)

Our renormalization procedure is now fixed by (3.3.20), (3.3.21)
and (3*3*22)* let us now construct • W use the charge
symmetric form q(*)t • together with th® «ass renormalization
tom* We did not use the charge symmetric form before as it was
assumed that t comut®, but now they are functionals of
ths Incasing field and so this is not a priori true. Thus

.. I + (w<23)

satisfies (3«3.18)( and cm can be determined from 
lh> ^r(^} l^>

now define th® currant operator frw the correspondence
principle and charge invariance as

j'w . d [ f(W/ -ir (¿wj (3.3.24)

which does not satisfy (3.3*14)• Pres» invariance considerations.
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' [ c + D I7X ^e‘ÎA (3.3.25)

with C and D constants (if J (x/ s 0 than C « 0)
Ths divergenc® of (3,3.24) should also vanish, hut, using the 
equations of motion

which cannot be put equal to aero without a knowledge of the 
ccmutation relations.

By the addition of a tars L.1 2^2 RY& to J (M? , we can 

©«pensât® for the second tarn in (3.3*25) without altering th® 
equation of motion. 1* is another universal constant, which can 
be determined fro®

However, the unit of charge In j^) Is not automatically the 

same as in (3.3*22), since the nozsallsation of the operator
has been fixed by (3.3*20). Because of this, w must add another
ter® to j '(x;
becomes

, so that the final expression for the current

¿e
T (3.3.2?)

Lw can be determined from (3.12). The coimeetion between 1, L’; ■ 
LM and W is given by

The equations of motion, the definition of the renormalization 
constants Sw , 1 and 1*, together with (3,3.23) and (3»3»25), 

for® a eomplete system, for quantum electrodynamics, Employing 
perturbation theory, it can be shown that the solutions for this 
system are completely equivalent to the usual procedure. However,



the difference between the two systems is, that, whereas the usual 
eanonical quantisation procedure postulates the equal time com« 
mutation relations for $ and A , these commutators are hereI*
determined by the equations of motion. If w avalúate the oom«.
mutation relation for A (x) (using perturbation theory), then

5ÍX.-X.9 : (3.3.28

*»• M f «1 ((+ â(a-^l)h
« ' i J uh' 1 ? «

'Which contradicts the usual canonical ««mutation relations. 'Sie
equal time ©osautaters of t and A cannot vanish, as using 

sr

(3»3.28)t a contradiction with the equations of motion would occur. 
The correct ««mutation relations are

Slx^) ^<»'1! 2«^^ %*i'2 (3.3.29)

These relations ensure the continuity of current (3«3«M).
The equations (3.3.28) and (3.3.29) are made more plausible, 

If we note that they can be put in the usual form by an oe^tof 
gauge transformation. The equations of motion in differential 
form are invariant under th© transformation

-- ty" ¥ M 3r yftr(» j
' <3'3‘*

and and satisfy the canonical comutation relations of 
the renormallsed field operators. However, th® Integral for® of 
the equation of motion for A is changed by this transformation 
to .

N (3t3#31
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which gives the MM vacra-om photon matrix element as KKllen, 
= (Ç, + (o/

This show that it is impossible to neglect the tern involving M. 
Wither It appears in th® equal time commutation relations, which 
implies that the equal time eomutatlon relations for interacting 
fields aw not ths sama as the equal time commutation relations for 
free fields, or it appears in the asymptotic condition,

Wans and Fulton (i960) have also discussed the application 
of the W asymptotic conditions to quantum electrodynamics. They 
use the Coulomb gauge formulation of the theory.

(3.0

Th® study of vacuum polarisation allows one to attach a 
physical meaning to the functions and ) ♦ Ont intro

duces a weak external C-number electromagnetic field, characterized 
by an additional interaction tar® which is added to the Lagrangian 
(3.3*6). It is most convenient to choose

~’[ L rrt] + L (0 ),

„that j^W . - (OV’-

is explicitly gauge invariant. The aquations of action now become

(3.4.1)

oaw . (3.4.8)
r * *

Let and A® be the solutions of this system, when the extra 
electromagnetic field is switched off. As this external field is 
weak and regular, we can solve (3.4.1), (3.4.2) by expanding in a
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perturbation series with respect to (* / • Therefore the
equations %

J (jV;, o (f^uo)
~ O* V

Am 'i f (fa, fa ^**'*¡77 *
+ 0^)1- <3-4'3>

are the required solutions of (3.4.1) and <3.4«2). Th® quantity of 
Interest is the nsma «poet at ion value of the current> which MMM 
iron differentiating <3*<»3) twice >

A|jw|.> • ~~ fa-

r ' r ' G.4.4)

The Fourier trenafow of this equation gives

77^

L W -■ J^1 •
The observable wlw of the eurrent will be the sw of the exterml 
aei indwed currents s i.e.

which yields a value for the dielectric constant

e^; = i - 7T(/i'J + ~ (3.4.6)
I J J

normalized j so that s 1 for /t s © .
The fact that the dielectric constant has an imagimry part, 

means that a flux of energy from the external field to the quantized 



field Is taking place. Unfortunately, TTifiV and JT be 

evaluated explicitly. However, we can find some useful information 
by returning briefly to the equations of motion for unrenormalized

and OR^W -

W® can solve these equations 
expansion in powers of both

fields in an external potential. These are

(y^t *%) ^uw = ie0 + i % .

"T [ yk) - -juH.

for the vacuum polarization by an
fl W and fl W • The Bom approximation 
f « —

for the dielectric constant is et(^) : /- TT0(^) o(°) - ¿IT llfa)/l^1)

and the function II 0()tX) can be calculated explicitly to give

TTtyb 5 (3.4.7)
12« ' h

This function vanishes not only for -^^0 , as would be expected
l z L 

frm invariance considerations, but also for -p *
when * p? , Ho^ non*zero, which gives the dielectric 

constant an imaginary part, This represents a possibility of energy 
absorption, and her® it means that th© vacuum can take energy from 
the source, It does so by the process of pair creation, and the 
threshold for such a process appears in the factor •
Since approaches a constant as * the function
^^7 defined by (3*3.14) is infinite. This fact turns out to

be Irrelevant, because only the quantity
"W ’ 47^ (3.4.8)

is an observable, and (3*4.8) is finite. The graphs of 1T0(^) 

and i ¡ - Tig (°) are shown below.



Graph ©f ííl^J-íí»)^ a function of - 4



The real part of the dielectric constant represents vacuum 
fluctuations brought about by the creation and subsequent 
annihilation of virtual pairs. These vacuum fluctuations con
tribute about 2? Me to the Lamb Shift and have been observed 

experimentally.

(3.5)

In the last section we showed how the problem of charge re- 
nomalizatlon Is closely connected with that of vacuum polarisation. 
However, it is not at all obvious that the same renormalization 
procedure holds for both a single electron and an external field. 
W must now show this to be true. (It should be mentioned here 
that Schwinger (194$) originally defined charge renormalization in 
an z -approximation for vacuum polarization. Dyson (1949) 
showed that there are two different charge renormalizations in 
quantum electrodynamics, which he called and Zg. Ward (1950) 
proved these to be the same, using perturbation theory. The proof 
w sketch here is more or less equivalent to that of Ard#

The matrix element of the current operator between two one 
electron states can be found by the methods used above, Irom

(3.2.2) we have

[j W ^W'
r .¿|J [

can simplify the last tera to

with i and numbers being written in place

of dashes.

Hence



x
y IT ,

i U"> -
after some calculation«

Ths separate isms to the above equation ©a® be simplified and 

we ©lily give the fMNdU*

1 r 1

tMf If we write the spectral representation

v'[vfy)Wp<°l{[^
.» Ki cv »Z,W..> ■ «♦«'«**«* Sr^'t

I^L / ^ii) •

then the matrix element for the current becomes

4- 1^
with £ s

Thus for the charge of the state ¡^ have

e[i^ 2777- *

l‘L -

(3.W)

(3.W)

It can then be shown by a rather involved argument that



û(|.) 80«,h) <*O) = -2.iü an« ’°

(3.5.3)

This is a rather gratifying result, as it means that our definition 
of charge renormalization not only renoimalizes the dielectric 
constant of the vacuum to unity, but also makes the charge of the 
one electron state exactly equal to •

Th® result has been attended by Karlson (195?) to show that a
state with n electrons contains the charge 4i€ «

(3*6) BHS£If that the. one.lnfUlU

Up till now we have carried out calculations without paying 
any attention to the possibility of one of the renormalization 
constants being infinite. We have at least been able to carry 
out a renormalization programme without the explicit use of per
turbation theory, and to give implicit formulae for the renor
malization constants. Fro® the polarization of the vacuum, it 

can be seen that the quantity P 
an observable. This integral must be finite, if our theory is 
to be consistent. On th® other hand, it is not really necessary 
that UJ^-cta is finite, because 1 is not an observable 

quantity. Similar statements hold for («9 . Thus there exist
the following three possibilities.
(a) Both the integrals | and f l-^<da

Ko J* a
finite and the renormalization constants are finite quantities.
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(» The integrals In (a) diverge but / ■— 
Jo * 

i 71 C“a) // 1---- r are finite» This means that th« renormalization
constants are Infinite, but th® observable quantities are finite, 
(c) Th® integrals in (b) diverge also, and our equations have no 
physically acceptable solutions.

The interesting problem new is to study the behaviour of these 
integrals for large values of -fl * It Is, of course, possible to 

expand th® functions as a power series in e and then integrate
In this way the ease <b) happens for each coefficient 

in- the power series. If it could be proved that th® series wars 
absolutely convergent, then quantum electrodyn^ics would be a 
complete theory. But this has not yet been achieved and there are 
Indications that the series is actually divergent. On the other 
hand, this does not necessarily mean that case (e) occurs, because 
our equations might well have a solution, which cannot be expanded 
as a power series in e. It Is therefore necessary to approach 
these equations without the aid of perturbation theory.

mien managed to show the possibility of excluding case (a), 
which would imply that at least one of the renormalization constants 

Is infinite.
We must aev examine // (fl for large values of -/• • Thus 

function has been shown to be positive definite, and to consist of 
a si® of only a finite nmber of terms. If wo only consider sme 
of th® terms, we have a lower bound for the function /l(h^ , say,

1W >W ’ ¿5?M (3.6.1)

where the stat® Iff1} contains one incoming electron*positron pair. 
We have already evaluated the matrix element (3.6.1) in section 3.5
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and found that ___
<•1 jf|«'> - <“lVhf)[/-

+ ie <o| ^“"It') 6/^7i>

Using iwarlanee argwwts, we ean writ®

U«t)’ Z

r ' (3.6.2

with invariant functions S, G, and H. Invariance under charge 
exchange gives

8^ (t'/) ’ - C )c.
E”'(i',t) . E^-t/t'J.

G^lt» = H^-Vt') ■

If these relations are used in (3.6.2)t only terms involving 
j,^:o are non»sero; the others vanish on using the equations 

of notion of the incoming field • Putting < and q* on the mass

<.^1^
shell gives

-in i-1

with Cp 5 t

(3.6.4)
2*** '

with t1 • On the mass shell, th® follad.ng relations hold 



between the old functions g, a, and H and the new functions R, R, S 
and S. f@ use and s W ~ 1

^9 + m rtf) ’ E’(t,i9 •

- 5-fîteV+^aw^J = //’’(tt'J --
These are the west general equations that hold fro® invariance «on* 
siderations« The reality of these new functions follows fro® the 
reality of the eurrent c^emor. Wow let us defit» another spectral 
funrtlon Fp IM'} , satisfying

. , , ,. i^,”)

and an arbitrary time like vector with positive time components.

W can extend this argument and define (fax) i-i^xt)

<•/ I £ ' ' F^,F)
where s [r.cC Ç O«6.5c)

In this way> W can treat the functions 8t G and g as Hilbert 
transform of the finite function /y with an extra term

involving of expressions gives
the functions H and S , while the Imaginary part gives n and
S. Using the results of the previous section, we have
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If we now take away the singular parts of B and S, we see that

(In Fällen (1953,b) these singular parts were overlooked and hence 
i

appeared In place of N )•
The result of our calculation must be independent of the special
regular!sation process used, and so we can write (3.6.4) as

(3.6.7)

Up till now no mention has been made of the renormalization con
stants being finite, but now we continue under the assumption that 

l-N? and — are finite. This means that the integrals
[-L _ —
T[(o/ s P f and i\ are both assmed

Jo a '
convergent.

Hence

A- 7T^ • i -■ juv -Tf^ - o

and



; if - -. o
(This last statemat is not quite as trivial as it seems, see 
Gasiorwieg, Yemi® and Swra (1959) ).
Thus for large , 13^ »7) becomes

‘ <3.6.8)

which has a physical interpretation. If - / <« large, the 

kinetic energy of on® particle in the system where the other 
particle is stationary, becomes very large, and hence the inter
action ter® Is wry snail, (i.e. the Bom approximation is 
suitable for large values of the energy). As the physical 
particles can be thought of as a »fixture of tree particles at time 

a
t « o, the factor -¿7 can be interpreted as an interaction 
betwen th® bare particles themselves. Indeed, if we return to 
unrenormalized variables hy the substitution

IJ ^(«7 , /I ft ‘ , *3 ‘ JP? e

then (3.6.8) becomes

which is the equation of motion for the mwmm&lised field.
Substitution of the result (3.6.8) into (3.6.1) yields



2,' * a.where K* s Is the unrenormalized fine structure constant#
So we have proved tWt> if N * mA finite, the function
Tl^1) for large values of is larger than the positive con

stant <3#6»9)# This means that the integral in i3#3#15) ®ust 
diverge in contradiction to our assumption about the constants 
B and !• Th® only positive result which can be concluded from 
this proof, is that N*' or Q-L) ’or perhaps both are infinite#

Kallen (19$6) tried to investigate this problem further by 
replacing the constant I by /V^) , which approaches sero, 
as / becomes large, but only a plausibility argument was used, 
and a detailed proof would require the study of the theory of 
vacuum expectation values of retarded n-fold commutators, which 
would be extremely difficult•

(3.7) comparison with Perturbation .TftägXg
The original ranonnallaatlon programme of Dyson Involved the

Lagrangian



giving equations of motion

and DAr ’ -‘*

The connection between th® renormalized and unronormallzod functions

® f 1
and

Wing perturbation theory$ Ward proved equal to z2> so if
we lot X ss « Zg 

, » “z ., u

and retain Z,, we have
f

: , € r i, €, ■
r & {

The interaction Hamiltonian transforms under this transformation

like , , • . ,

-- ->

This substitution for the external Unas is equivalent to the re* 
»©»allaatlon of the «propagators«♦ If the propagators are denoted 
by Sr • 0B , and Yp , then the exact propagators (including r ’ r ’ ! i
radiative corrections) ar® Se t P' t and

th» renormalized prcp»gators ar» daflnad by Dps =3 ’
$Pr = , «* .w«®«5««lth

the subsidiary condition -®| » •
The calculation® in perturbation theory were based on the 

interaction picture and the ranomalisation constants are eon» 
nested with those of »Hen by 2j • as ths
notation for unronomalized and revitalized propagators is not yet 
standardized we shall definitely stat® which quantity we are using»



There is, unfortunately, not enough room in a short treatise to 
examine the re norma liz at ion methods of Schwinger, Fayman and 
Dyson, but the quantities defined by them will be used In later 
chapters»

Ward*© Identity

SoW fahJScW ( (3*7*1)

which expresses the renormalized vertex operator with equal electron 
momenta in terms of the renormalised electron propagator, was 
generalised by Takahashi (1957)» to

(h-tir (m) - ¡&'w-£>W (3.7.2)
r r

This equation is referred to as the generalised wrd Identity». He 
used the property that the renormalized photon propagator satisfies 
the equation

(3.7.3) 
r r

DJ-F - (3.7.4)

Takahashi also derived a relation between /\^ , the radiative 

correction to the vertex part, and , the improper self energy 

part, i.e.

-i (M 9 i ‘ (3<7.5)

Jouvet (1961) added counter terms to the Lagrangian of Dyson in
order to represent the interaction between photons» He uses
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The extra terms, reading from left to right, are a term used 
already by Milan, a photon self*energy term, a photon-photon 
Interaction term, and a vacuum current term. The new equation 
of motion constructed from this Lagrangian is such that the 
S-matrix Is gauge invariant. New renormalization constants, 
which are gauge invariant, are then calculated to every order 
in perturbation theory.



iv

IB OMMK or «wCa

this chapter w»Msts of a surrey oi th® different gauges 
uwa for single «Si «W partible Gr«®’ • functions. fheir 
&WUU« fam St briefly diecuesed» foUwM W >r^f 
a theorem relating the bar© photon propamtm to the wrmoroalisea

cua)
M**l» manti ties# as W have * »t depend on the 

gauge of the eleetrsswaetlo potential# fwt«h propagator«# 
vertex functions ant »«« mtrix elemti do depend on the gang® 
In which they ar® ealeulated and this propwW dan be exploited 
to simplify oalouUtions. Operator and gauges met be
considered, extensive use has hem mde of the fsraw* Landau 

■md Khalatnikov (lf55) WSW«t 
pr^agators *» fom of W
^eaet propagaMm fmetion is considerably ^h^ltOea* 
also used W Gaeiorwi«« (1958) W waitnws and
Hretsfcy (1959) %0 dismm th® IB«l difference of
barged MMh W«^e (SO) » operator tmm*
fomatien which leads to otmsidemble siwllfisatlms in th® treat 
»nt of infrared. Mversenoen« A» we WWS already seen# thv «or® 
used by BoUnik# Steoh and Humeraarm to disms® the asy^tctio 
condition in S* • treatise of ms size

it is iwosaible to go into all these papers in detail and we
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shall therefore limit ourselves to a thorough analysis of a paper by 
2uad.no (1960a). As propagators can bo fomed by functional 
differentiation from a single generating functional (see B and 3)» 
we begin with a short reswae of this type of mthemtics.

(a) (sctalnser. 1954).

The fundmwital postulate of the action principle is* that a 
elass of trmsfowatians exists for which all operators ar® obtained 
from the variation ©f one operator! the action integral 9 !«©•

lt‘0 * 1 I ।tQ (4.1.1)

(The state on a space-like surface* at ; Liv®. time t* is 
specified by the Mgenatates of a complete set of coMutlng variable®

• The time dependence of the state is characterised by the time 
dependence of the operators.) This class of t-ransfomations includes 
Lorentz transfomations, phase transformations and variations in the 
field variables. The principle is used in the same way as the correo
ponding Hamilton* s principle in classical mechanic®» although more 
general variations are allowed.

suppose now that we have a coupled electro-electromagnetic 
field, with external sources and , Since we want to 
consider the creation of electrons one at a time, we must use a
source with tame linear in • Th® interaction Lagrangian my
now be written as A(^^f \ * where satisfies

, to ensure the Hermitian ehsmeter of the Lagrangian.

In this Lagrangian, la a four-vector* A gives

the external scarces, and and are the usual

electron and photon field operators. (So t t

the strength of

and "X are n

operators.)

2uad.no


From (U.l.l) we can prove that

X -fas' -a© <§c ' P^> (U.1.2)

Physically, this equation states that the amplitude 'between two staves
in the presence of sources is the matrix element of 

between the source free states.
Because a knowledge of the Green* s functions for a particular 

aystsa is sufficient to characterise th® system, the ability to find 
the Green’s functions directly from the action Integral (h.1.2) is 
important, this can be done by defining a quantity

¿o P
(U.1.3)

| 0 J €

where ^0 1 0 J c i® the vacuum to vacuum amplitude without

sources, but with cwXW* <** contains the SM of all vacuum
fluctuations and is equivalent to an ordinary phase factor.) Now
W^d QS in powers of^ , i and . fo charge con
servation, equal nu^era of f ’a and *r .mt «»tar together with
- «g and *•» naing * this changes the aign &f

our egression, if an odd number of fe^sioM- is preswt# Thus

J c L" . d^-■<‘\
Q* 1 „«o. W)‘ v! J

"A * (U.l.U)

where th© Green’s function is defined by

Q Z (Ua.5)



Hence the definition ef & ia essentially the vacuum expectation 
value of a T-pre^uct» Only Intwraeting fields are used in (U»l»5)» 
without sources» ml as G l& independent of and Ü1 * we can. 
let th« be sere» Let us new define th. ' ^eMonal derivative by 

1 . K(»9 , S(x-»7. 
SKf'

OO £-. i rW K^)^1 = F(?0. (4.1.6)
$K.W 7

Wets» however, that we »st be careful in Mffewntiating a product 
of the X*®* beeawtt they Two answers are possible»
according to which term is differentiated, ftwi.

ana £. w) -. ^r11 +tiy stx'i/

In future we shall m the Mght derivative»
in. (U»l»3) is now defined as IM g«wating functional for 

Green*s functions» Hence one can form all time ordered products 
< Beismberg operators frm Qs by the preecas of functional 
different! atioa»

To Illustrate this »^od, we write wt the formulae for the 
physical photon and physical electron pxw functions» G- and

reap actively» They satisfy 
c \^>^0Z\v.^.,o (4.1.7)

< D ( f f \ , — • 37"' S
I 11 (lul«S)

These are the same as Sp in notation of Feynmn-Tysm
In(except for vacum fluctuation diagrams and trivial factors).



somtns space satisfy the following stations of motion

['^fl't-+ 1 ' 1- (u-1'95

[ 5(W 7 1

( ) ihs..

In moment» «^oe ths vortex function ? is defined, by

i.».

fl - 0
(u.iai)Ç(M'^ 1

2 f A^< .
in the notation of Dyson*

The solutions of the equations (4.1.7)» (4.1.8) and (4.1.11) ar® 
equivalent to the procedure of constructing and in term 
ofWj » » Op and •

The mm* ejemtor is defined as

nw - G(J,'^^¡■^'i',^ u.1.

so (4.1.9) beemee

i GW • 1 (4.1.5)

All electron self diagrams are contained in ®«d it is 
related to s (again wiih the 

exception of vacuum polarization). A polarization operator P is 

also defined by
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♦ t f Us
aiy. gw g(w rr(h,h^^ far J ‘ (MM

which represents the photon self energy diagrams and is essentially 
the ®«e9 as th® >Moton self energy part JT* ®<uation (U.1.10) 1®
now [^+ P] c 1 w

Mass and. polarisation operators are used frequently to ocnstruot 
th® c®aplet@ electron and ©<wl@te photon Green’s functions.

Owally the propagation functions are defined in tern® of wwm 
expeetation values of chronological predicts of operators. Take far
example the bare photon propagator.»

% r r

_e___.
^*4 <

or in mommtwa spasa

; <<TA,W (U.1.15)

This quantity 1® not wll defined» as we can oarry out a gauge
transform tian of the second kind and. add to the left hand side of

(U.1.15) the te®« O| dv A I °> 
and dpA(H 1°^ • Because of 

» ¿o| 3^/!(*>, /?^*7 )o^>

this aasbiguity, (U.1.15)
is not the mst gañera! fom th® bare propagator can haw. sw^
we add to (U.l*16) an expression of the fí^
to represent the gauge terms9 giving

¿<»|TO;O9P « 
r Ft

It is now convenient to write fifcV - (^“9/6*-
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which transform® (h» 1.16) into a transverse and longitudinal part.
namely

;+ ' R • K
where the longitudinal part is arbitrary until d0(^ is specified»

the most general fom for the s®ro order propagator is now

d® wi

(U.1.1Î)

Thus we ®e® that the photon propagator wn W written in mw 
ways» accordlw to th® ahoioe of do th reproduce the 
yeyaMHft propagator the ohoioe is do * I » the potentials satis*' 
tying this particular fere are said to belong to th© Feymaan gauge» 
A list of different operator gauges is i? -A belOT.

(a) Peyanan gangs

(b) Landau gang®

( c) fried - Yennie gauge

( d) Matthews-ürstsky gauge

(e) Qupta-Bleuler gauge

If on« returns for a imnaent to (U.1.17)» the complete photon 
prc^agator can be formed by swaing over all radiative coerwiion , 
Using the polarisation operator or photon self energy part ll> the®e
radiative corrections can be represented diagraMsatically as



T '

with +

Susaing over tM self energy parts 7^./^ •• Wr-
one obtains the w^lete .photon propagator

u.1.19)

The iw^rtant feature of thia equation is, that, toe to the
transverse nature of >Ly , 
longitudinal term are aero,

the radiative corrections to the
and the longitudinal function 

has no influence on the contribution to the transverse part* 
This means, that W can neglect the longitudinal part of- (U. 1.19) 
Aw dealing A th radiative correction® (i.e. ultraviolet 
divergence), A thus in the resulting gauge (b) the vector 
potentials aw purely 'transverse, (see the 'theorem at the end 

of this chapter.*)

(u.2) ga<oS£’L2jmLa2£^^
awgg.

Zumino (1960a) investigated the gauge properties of unwnor- 
wliwd propagator®. The Heisenberg «WhMws of motion in the 
Coulomb gauge provide a complete basis for quantum elec^c^n^es, 
without the need for unphyaioal states, a supplementary condition, 
or an indefinite metric, and we shall no^ show how the propagators 

in other gauges (including the relativistic ones) are connected to 
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those In the Coulomb gauge. At first it la necessary to state the 
equations of mtion in the aoulomb gauge. The Hamiltonian is 

H JA[ 4 i
(U.2.1)

and the cumulation relations are

j F.*? ] = i ~ V (h.2.2)

tr
If t i® defined W g 5 £ - 7(7 div f , then 

ç *%*-$<)> , E^-o , pV^f

fl :^- H --% A
O * 1 *» “

where €0 denotes the bare eharg®.
The e^uatUas (U.2.1h (U.2.2) and U*M) give the correct

equations of motion

; -. fw -‘ *' v rl^l
at k s

aH -jbH = and

t® have o^strueted our equations so that A is a c-nmber with 
th® result that » are in the CWMl gaw. If A »ere sm* W 
would be in the radiation gauge. From the equations of motion, it 

follows that

K



and setting then £
at - yr

All the equation present«! above are invariant wider the eHamber
gauge transfomati».

Wl
A&tf A(x,t; - Ad^^ A,^ ) Ÿ-iÿ-.yi

fafi's fi°- Ì A, ; Am-»^ ■>■ VA, (il<2/

It is eonvanient to leave the gauge function arbitrary, and to us® 
gauge transformations to define those operators which are gauge 
invariants Instead of (4.1«2)t we choose the following covariant 
generating functional

■zKVJ T^iJ<U(i<(-+??+«^1^477..

(u.a.6)

where <oee not satisfy the continuity equation. Complete
freedom is retired to operate on Z, with functional derivatives.
The gauge mbigaity of the propagators ate» fro® the gauge 
ambiguity of the gwerating functional and is oomeeted
with the neoessi^T of extending th© definition of g to unphyBloal
values of ^e «arreni vector a transfomation (U.2.U),

(U.2.5) changes th® generating functional to

•s7’ ^'"‘h -'’jÌ A (U.2.7)

and a quantity is defined to be gauge invariant, if it is invariant 
under the e-nuraber tranoformation (U.2.U), (U.2.5)*

The generating functional aatlefiee the following four equations

(U.23)
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for the Owlmb gauge. a©wrwf we are at liberty to consider mow
general differential operators a saMsfying

« -1 (W.12)

which give rise W Afferent fwctionals ft hot Amply related by
changes in A । W»t giving physically theories. According
to an inf ini tesimi change ' Sa^ in 

corresponding stags la 2 is
, it san be shown that thea

If a functional T is constructed from Z by functional differentia- 
ey

tian ant is invariant under changes in A , then clearly ¿a ' ° * 

Thus such a functional is also invariant under a change in • sn< 
any mange Sty of 0^. * which preserves 3^-o 9 can be 

considered as a generalized type of gauge transformation» Various 
choices of no® give ths mbna PWM (h.1.13) etc. Bw 
ixandrn gauge is givm by d ,

The basic formula (U.2.13) allows one, at least in principle, 
transform all propagators fr® me gang® t© another, The
fu mula® for the exact photon propagator and exact electron pro
pagator beaaae

, (sg>fw)aaaw? ya

and

(U.2.1M
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gven more general types ®t gauges than those involving A and 
can be need. Iw w emsidey change® of W functional given by

»■ i ff «*»
(called a gauge transformation of th© third kind)
where SMix-jp » arbitrary infiniteaiBal emotion* which la 
even in . g m now be considered as dependent on the ww
function fi (’‘"*3 ) in woh a way, that the imnitesiml ©han » <W 
in M induces th® mange (W<M) it Z. W ^aerating funetional 

77?,1 • % n,h Wf 41 *1^ »lM'^

(U.2.17)

Ffy] : I

and 5 the Feynman function.
Clearly a functional T> whim is invariant under the original 
o-mmber teansromaation ana a« tier lee ■. 0 will be unafteotea
by the change in (h.2.16). The effect of the change (h.2.16) on th© 
exact photon and exact electron propagators is given by

'■ f V^s^-
and

G'(%a5) ■■

-S^p’h^l^L



Ws last expression simplifies, if J« 0 , to

di^-- ) G(M) (U.2.W)

Finally, the ©hang© in the three point funetion

(U.2.21)

which is related to th® vertex part, is

(U.S. 22)

(we bave set J • 0 after thè dif f erentiation. )
©W generai gang® le n©» eharaoterised by a o-®mber gauge 

funotion A # together with and M* muti« invariant 
under changes in A are automatioally IswMaii under ahangee
in C^ and M» Ihw these more general, gang® transformations to not
correspond to new interi anew properties of the theory, but rather 
enable us to find a connection between different existing formulations 
of it.

It is convenient here to write formula© (h.2.18h (U.2.20), «and
(U.S,2$) in mcsamtesa space. In general, this cannot be done, wUws 
one considers infinitesimal s« Howevw, ' 'o^aae in »ate 
space simplify considerably when momenta art put on «ie mass shell ox* 
made to tend towards infinity» In these eases we are able to give 
exj?licit formulae for finite M. Regarding M as still very small, 
we find

IWJ,

rG(M - snw (&(>>■&-W)]S^{h’ J L (U.2.2U)
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SC(M) ( U.2.25).

Landau and Khalatnlkov. WW the first to find theae formulae.
observed that (UAM) takes a siller form for the three-point

function Q $ fam« f rm 0 u by negleeting «XX radiative 
r

©orreetions to tiw external photon line»

where i - ft -t is the photon Momentum. 
The generaila®o Ward identity C3*7*^)

(h^pC. (M? - ‘ & W ■ (U.2,27)

where «ie vertex fmotlon is defined in tame of W 

'l ^(b) &' M (U.2.2S)

Thus (4#St«FO Xb ^Mv&lent to t ^th^}z

A variation of (U.2.26) gives
SCr = «. S c, +“.^^

’ t " ,e6^/ using (U.S.23) .

Thu© from

This formula allows one to calculate .th- c\-n/c in W® vertex function 

(Un2.28), Which, is
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5^-^ i^' MW (¿O') Wl f (mJW) <w) *
+ r (m) - <w J (u.~.3i

The gauge f»e®wti« of Green’ a functions have also been 
investigated by 0WW (i960), who used th® formalism. worked out 
by Caianiello (1959).. His results can also be derived 
functional diff er« tint ion, as was shown by Bialynicki-Birula 
(i960®). The result® found, in these papers are essentially the 
mm as these of zufiino. The discussion of lard-ty»® identities 
is also eantained in theta. The method of functional different la tian 
has been further g«emlis.od by OgievetsMi and polubarinov (1961)» 
whose worh we now wnMder.

(U.3) a®®

we shall now derive n relation between the Green* a functions 
in an arbitrary «variant gauge in of the Orem’s funetion® 
in the ** true* lodau gauge* which by def toitlon is th® gang® whew 
(4.1.18b) holds and the ©einl*tia« cwmteW of th® vector 
potential vanish«.

let us choose as Green’s functions without photon lines*

<°lr
(¡U3.1)

with ^.(>9 and being operators of any lepton, meson, or 
baryon charged fields with the transform tian law

¿e/lw -¡eAj)
and ’f^e

(¡1.5.2)
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and %• (1) being operators of any neutral field, except the
®lec tro m®aet ic
field operators
with reapsat to

on®. The Green's functions for the electromagnetic 
/lu(u) can be found by ^iffereatiation of (U.3.1J 

i
a a auree current

(U.5.3)

where
- <oi TÍI‘X°l

and at J - ° , th® vacuus expectation values of an odd nmber of 
vanish. Xn perturbation theory, these definitions correspond, 

to the exclusion of all graphs with external photon lines only.
The transition fro® HeiBontoerg operators In the Landau gauge

to the corresponding apemat ora in an

arbitrary gang«
transfomation

r

W) S 4Í

and fl is acaoapllshed by the

r -i^A^ 
(fp) 3 W €

«here A is a suitably

-> fl p/ : /I \u> + ♦ (U.3.U)

chosen Hermitian operator, represented by

¿0« “Í

3 (U.3.5)

In transitions tea* true* gauge, the ahelee of A is limited by

= o
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beoause only then is <^o / - 0 and the field
transverse. (see later). A is taken to act in a different 
Hilbert space from the Landau gauge operators and consequently 
eosmtes with. th«, Monee under the transformation (U*3.U)» 
b acmes

j v-k°/
where

f , AW + *■■ tAW+Aty)----- A^-)

The vaTOW B^wtation value eaa Iki evaluated W use
of wiol’ a Theorw for ohrcsioldgical operator» (of. ®, and so 
page 233). Because $ is linearly dependent on A » the thsorc- 
can be applied Mreetly to A to give

<o/7«4i«f/o> = M (- 7 &ITi' I °> )' U.3.8)

Thu® (U«3.^) bea«SBB

G = M» G '' (U.3.9)

where

? fi".'S'- •> ' "i ^o| (U.3.W)

= X ¿i[<b|7AW Afyll'» -(‘IT^)A^-(<>iTA^i)l>

W< nw »tat® a Wmcs end refer the reader to the original paper 

for details of the proof.
%eom The Green’s function an gauge ia
expressed in terns of the arson’s funoti<m in the Landau gauge by

the relation



-3^
x r

‘ I f4"^ *51 P ^'^"^-1 F<tl~

• •• H‘e/ 21— fy. L-"fy- ^'"A- t4- --K •'

^V7^1 r‘‘ r‘l k r
+ fy( fyt • • fyv. GT j. U.3.11)

where

5 Fn («.-J--“J ’ <°'?

’ f «IT
jSI (U.3.12)

In tto® true Lantei gang«» follows from, the torents cmdition

¿_ Gr -o
2W) t''--t,;-^ ^-3-13’

and for ®<nal tS»®

[^, = (7<v> Vw51 V(“^5
(U.3.1U)

The Mvergmo® of both sides of (4.3.11) using (4.3.13)»

2___ Q. _ i€ ^£w* /C

UK) f“"^"^' a«/, f'l"/’’;-''/'^"^ u.3.15)

In the particular case of the Feynman gauge (4.1.13)» where th® 
transformation from th© .Landau gauge is aooos^llshed by any f^) 

satisfying .P/ .



formula ( 4.3.15) becomes

with 0ew
(U.3.16)

The choice m » 1 1b equivalent to the expression (3.7.3)> which
Takahashi used to prove the generalised fare identity. General
Ward-type identities, which are gauge independent» follow from 
(U.3.15) and hold for the interaction of arbitrary numbers of 
charged or neutral particles. Such a derivation of Ward identities 
is based only on the gauge transformation law for field operators 
and requires no aaawWons about the particular fam of interaction.

As an exaaple (which brings us back to quantum electrodynamics) 
suppose we consider the case of one charged particle | and ra 
photons. The vertex part for this process is defined by

• $falli 0 ^...y G(,/i ,fr% )^^2 u.3.17)

After aivlfllng (¡4.3.15) by all [)' /W > a»4 a«®« algebra. 
At' one finds

*7 4

■■ SCW rp-<.,U-T-) ■)

tiW’’- ^(h).
(U.3.1Ô)
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with, overall energy and nmnhn conservation assured by
h"H+íc« o For a » 1 (U* 3*1-9) reduces to the

usual generalised ?.ard identity

S (M iy r)(h»M ’* 5 '^‘> ‘ (»um«

Fra Ain (1955) derived the identities (U.3.18) fro® Schwinger’s 
equations» They have also been proved in perturbation theory by
Kases (1959)» The sard identity (U.3* 19) has been derived by
Svans» Peldwi and Matthews from the general principles of gang® 
t ransf o mat Iona .

(wo

In the rsmmUtaU® programs, spectral functions are used 
for the propagators. These spectral wMmtstMm can only be 
proved by finding the asymptotic behaviour of the propagation 
functions. In Bogeliubov and ghirkov (Chapter 5)» the work is 
reviewed up to 1956 and includes a diaoussion of the papers by 
Landau et al* (1955) and symanzik (195b)» Since then, several 
papers h®ve appeape<>' amongst then those of Metoond (195®) and 
Arbuzov (1959)» but unfortunately lack of space curtails any 
discussion of the®, here.

Bogoliubov and Shirkov (1955) were th® first to emphasise 
the need of using a gauge-invariant photon propagator in any 
renormalisation procedure. It is therefore appr^riate to prove 
& theorem by Pried (1959a)» which relates the structure of the 
bare photon propagator to that of the dressed photon propagator 

(i.e. imrmormalized propagattu^). This theorem has been 
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mentioned in (U.l), but as it also holds for the photon commutator, 
the proof is given her©. The physical content of the theorem my 
be expressed by the etatmmt that the gauge-variant portion of the 
bare commutator is unchanged by the electron-photon interaction, 
and that, although one usually expects to renormalize only the 
gauge-invariant part of the dreeeed propagator, nevertheless its 
gauge-variant part met also be remmalised, if the dressed 
photon operators ar® to be proportional, but »t e<ual, to the 
renomalised photon operators.

Consider first the twenormlized photon oomutator

where the Heisenberg operators for the field and the current

satisfy
D^jr ■ ’

Under the rollwing general assumption®
(a) -- 0>H

X / ’ if* V z O

(b) - P'^1 I : - D,l’'l ’ ^(S)
Jx. I" 1». = » jx. ie^ f

(@) at e<jual tt»» the photon and current operators ocsmte.

(d) all matrix elementa of vanish outside a sufficiently

large volume in configuration space

the the®rem states that

i) >5 • (h.U.2)
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With th« usual oheioe of the free-fleld cemutator
the right hand side of (U.U.2) is aero. The dressed ooMt&W

cannot therefore haw the form

(U.^5)

/\&) a restricted gauge function satisfying UA -° * as 
fora together with (U»U.2) implies that OD - ^ • Henoe 

/\ mat oontain a gauge variant term Af , which obeys

with

QD1+ODA(-o (UM)

Th® proof of elation (U.U*2) is not dimwit, but long. A state- 
meat sWUr to (U.U.2) holds for the unrenormllsed >hotm

propagator

(U.U.5)

and we shall prove title in detail.

Traasfoming to aomaitura apaoe, (U.U.>) Wme»

giJ o' w ' fy- »J. (U.U.S)

and w be obtained direetly fr®

n' m , V*' •♦ df tR; 71 
r '

with 11^, r (fc) , the photon self-energy part^asswaed t© have the 

gauge invariant fom



If we take De » £ ft and -
F f

wires D^ to ten We form

Op +• OpTTiOp , then

Which evidently eeWsfle» (U.U*7). We see now that if only the 
gauge invariant part of O-' is renar - i*®»

r

p' - 1, Of (U.U.9)
r è r c

then we cannot write

aS

Bine® this last statement with (U.U.5) and (U*U»$) implies that
- j, . if one begins with the mere general bare pr^agator

%/ ^r'-A
then (UJu7) require« that the dreseed propagator has the fom

0' tw : is -
r^v v ‘ a ' It

The mltiplientiw renomalination of (h#U»9) «nd (hwb<»10) holds.

if one ehoases

is probably aem (see next

’/ ( gl / F

Sino® i 
!

ahapWh then in order to

finites one should shoos® X « 1, which means that
’ r /

the propagator D^r is in the Landau gauge and (U«4.5)

vanishes idmtieaHy*
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MM* In notation of Kallen both (Mut) »nd (U«U«5) are
satisfied as relations between the rmomallsed fields ft* and

• even though the corresponding cmmtators obey different
space*like relations, this being âne to th® fact that Kallen’s 
foimllwa differs from the more conventional renormalized field 
equations by an operator gauge transformtian«

<u-5)

Mur and SharzMnsky (1961) have discusaed gauge transformtions 
of a special find# where A is aot restricted by OA * ° «If 

ftp^ ftp 4- A 9 then th® nw potential ftp mit satisfy the
following three w^R^tions« 

1) Ap 
t) Af' 

»

is «emit! an
is translation invariant# i.e. d ftp ’ J

ise au^ that the propagation function has the form

(U.5.1)

These three re^irments determine the to» of A^ , and it can
be shown that the gauge transformations satisfying them lead to a
substitution of new polarization vectors in the expansion

of g which are related to the old ones by

2^) = W + '0. (u.5«2)

y _ / V (A) r
Hence aw matrix ©lèsent which can be written as <*/r/^/- r 
^isre Fp is itself gauge invariant, teeoatl F

Instead of we now have



(h) »vans, Feldman and Matthew (1961) have dismissed the 
gauge transfoimtie«« «MA satisfy

1) A 1® a WMA»
2) A is invariant under e^aee-rotatien, !•«• A c } ) 

A«« 18 a unit time-like vector»
After this they set up speotral representations for oom- 

nutators and prepay tor® and dXsouw ths forms which the spectral 
functions mat take in different gauges* In particular, they 
introMoe the * true* Landau gauge, in '«Mah the pwagator has 
the tom (U.l.lBb) and the equal time esMUter of the two 
potentials vanishes. Finally, their results are compared wlW 

those of Kallmi.
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CHAPTER V

This chapter ©mtalns a detailed study of the gang© properties 
of th® wnowsillzattm constants. Due to this dependence on gauge> 
inoonsistenciss arise in the renomalization programme of Chapter 
III, and especially in the proof that one of the renormalization 
constants is infinite# Finally, the problem of the bare photon 
mass is disoussed.'

(5.i)

lollnik (1961) studied on® particular ©lass of operator 
gauge transformations, namely

{5:uw

The problem lies in investigating whether the corresponding 
transformation of the electron field operator (in the case where 
M is infinitesimal)

” tc S/*7 OCw (5,1.2)

is well defined. e shall use renormalised Heisenberg operators 
throughout. We have seen how ©-number gauge transformations can 
be described by the unitary operator U~ t with satisfying 
the horentg condition» i.e. W ’ s
If A ^9 la a normalized solution of the free mve equation, then 
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the Hermitian operator (2.2.2) is time 1 m^nt and satisfis« 
( 2*2*3) • »e® (2*2*2) and the Laments ©ondltian me can see that 
the operators of the incoming and outgoing electron fields

hr® unchanged. by the transfomatien (2-2.3). Here it 
is convenient to introduce the operators

Û W =
H. j m *♦» ' (5*1.3)

which annihilate a raixture of longitudinal and scalar photons.
These operators ar® the 'Fourier cowonents of

... < . e /I f \XW -- ^1 MW + ajv)

(5.

and with their help* we can write F in the form

f ¿1 ( /fa) a.lu 4 AW o*(W).
J

with A(^) the FwMw transfom of AW »
if AW is chosen to be proper^ ! ,

w® can évaluât® the fellwing coomtation relatione
« ■”€ S x

[a^(W , ^w] ’ 

[a*^) , '

r o.w , fl w] ' 

l I* r **

—la e .
tin)

(5.1.5)

~4^M

(5.1.6)

Frm the«® we can oalculat® the matrix elements of | and , 1-©

*re^(
(5.1.7) 
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wlth |qp*) and »bitraw Gilbert stat®», when applying 
(5*1*5) and it 1b important that th® physical states/^

should satisfy

«.&) ) f> = O &*» (5*1.3)

An arbitrary state can now be formed by applying the creation
operator®

i&,--m? ■■ e*«.)--eX) if>. h. »* (5.1.9)

whore &,;(8) 5 S, (+ af W ) • These atatm have

vanishing nei»i if n # O* From (5*1*5)» (5*1*6) we see that the 
gauge invariant operators noowte with £¿(1) • fhua, If the B 
matrix element is to be gauge invariant, [ S* , - O *

Starting frm (5*1.2) «< (5.1.8), it follows that

J
and using (5.1*5) this becomes

■ > SM -i. fdi

This equation ®aa be interpreted as foUcmsi operator
ip w -. YW + ¿e s M ( Kl’J + « ^¿>7) ^f»)

has well defined mtrix elments, and therefore a possible operator 
gauge transformation is

n w-»5 w = O<) +N9aw (5.1.10)
r c r r 1

-¿eM ^'a»
with = « (5.1.11)

To prove ^ii®, let us write I*) in the form
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which tu possible, SÄ 7C^? 8Ä< %(’ é««ùte, and it can be shorn

that
-¿e M K(vv

e € t 2 (5.1.13)

Proa (5.1.1t) on® Bees lamed lately that has well defined amtMx 
elements for all states. As ^S** is an . ihllation operator

Ä |R..-L^>- Af 
(¿A ,*» 

and. hence 
H) ?

w I -- £ IS,-L, $>

only eontolns^a finite number of terms, which ire all well defined
Hilbert vectors. Hence the matrix elements of ( 5.1.12), which ar®
formed from the complete set (5.1.9), are wen defined., clearly, 

an. analogous result holds for .
fh® nomallmtion constant 1® necessary, in order that the 

equatKms of motion (3.3.7) are invariant under the gauge trans
form tion (5.1.10), Wan we change the ww function rwrmaM^ito® 
constant W g^mltaneously by N -* N, (S.l.lUj

It should W ^eelaUy noted, that normalization cmdlMe 
(3.3.1S), (3.3.19), «nd (3.3.22) are also invariant under this 
trRnafowBtion.it Mœe> observable quantities remain invariant. 
The fact that the *in* and ’out’ operatorc of and are 
identical to the ’in’ and ’out’ operators < and 
(û + r'iH » should also be noted, i.e.

■■ (5.1.15)

^W:^’ ' ^n> ! (3^ Î5.1.16)

tion.it
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The definition of what is meant by the gauge behaviour of th® 
renonaallssation eostant of the electron field, is not yet

the essential thing to notice is, that K is defined so that 
the one partial® expectation value of the interacting field pewter 
is equal to the em >OtlMe expectation value of the •field 

operator in every gauge, 1.®*

(5.1.17)

with a positive energy ©piner normllMed, so that ^ uh 9
m» definition hew® th® quantity <?W invariant, but makes 
the renemU»Um constant gauge depmGmt. Gauge tranBfomatim® 

should now include th® nomalisation faster

i eA
Y -* Y - * — Y (5*UW)

whi<m gives the usual electron propagator ♦
An alternative method is to make the renormalisation constant 

of the electron field gauge invariant. Then the gauge transforation 
given by Y z e*A Y «h^®» normalization of the on® 
particle expectation values ^lYb> t ®M* »©w heewe dependent 
on the gauge, Ths propagator function absorbs the normllsatUn

A • ^his explain©constant ana beemw । tt iv • c/*i i, ¿p ' '
^ie difference betwen the results of yotaon and smino (1959) and 

mne, Wldrnm, Matthews (1961). (The content of the first 

paper will be discussed later.)
fhe tranefosanation (5.1.10) and (5.1.1^) ®®h

generalised further to 

flw -^■■^
« ZeA

yw (5.1*19)
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where the gauge function and renormalization constant have the 
following fora

» J F

I ¿1 fw ww]
A (2lî ì J J

(5.1.20)

(5.1.21)

and FW is the Fourier transfora of • If F& vanishes 
sufficiently rapidly at infinity, then satisfies th© wav® 
equation and is -proportional to , which only reproduce® 
the standard results-« In most papers therefore (see Landau and 
Khalatnikov or Fried and Yennie) F"^ is chosen to be proportional 

to' the singular .function
4 R M

‘ (5.1.22)

whloh means, that A V? can only he Uefined by some limiting

procedure

(5.1.23)

this new gauge transformation does not leave the Lorentz condition 
invariant on account of D A’-M X , bat the physical states 
still satisfy • «s can now discuss the trans*
formation of the renomalized propagation functions under thia 
transformation. Afi the cut-off factor craplioates matters for the 
photon propagation function, it is easier to discuss the positive 
rrevienoy tunetien , .heee Pourier
transform (?’ (R V ) Ganges eocorfling to
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u, k ) ’ ' («,«' > - «4F»> w^i(E' '
where is We Fourier tMMtW of 0 - ^ )
partial® of mas mwo. The electron propaeatian function

sF (x-p -- ci; Coi
transforms like

SF^
2^G(*> p

. <W .
(5.1.25)

'«here

/ & w s
J- w

(2?) 1 ^.¿t K

?oflmla (5.1.2$) differs from the formla® in Chapter IV by a 
factor e^-'U € 1 Grip)) . This difference appears, because we 

have wed mswMod operators here, in contrast to the unrenor* 
mali^ed operator® wed 1b Chapter XV. Slaw (pl^e G&J ) 

and £ "l are MwMwl» ewept for a phase ■.faetwr-., we can
A

obtain the result (5.1.25) from (h.2.20) by applying a gauge
transfer».ti on of th® firet kind.

(5.2) Xwowl^Wlm.

The main oblwUon to Kallen* s proof of the renwmliwtian 
constant being infinite was first put forward by (1953).
let us return to the fomxla (3.2.9) of Chapter III, i.e.

' 77 (3.2.9)
-p^eo r*

where 1® the cowtant, which renormalizes the electron field. 



as defined in the G^ta-Blmler gauge. However» vacuum polarisation 
is a gaug® Invariant concept# and the bound on it given by thé 
physioal pair states should also be gang® independimt. It 1» 
therefore warpMsinf that the con tribut ion from high energy 
physical pairs is stressed in terms of th® constant W# which we 
have ¿ust shown to be gauge^epandent* As all the calculations in 
ths renormli»M©n programme are. done in the Gupta^lenler gauge» 
th® underlying atau^tion is» that no »W - ’ idh sauge is weft 
to formlate th® theory» one should arrive st an anw» involving Ms 
Sut this answer gtemld be gauge invariant» «id ..should not dépend, on 
th« particular gauge variant constant singled out from the infinite 

number available»
stW«e investigate the problem further by « eeMparison 

with perturbation theory. 1^" and 1 have bu« evaluated to 
lowest order in yauah and lohrlieh» giving

N '- 1 ' H (5<2’15

L ’ 2— a A‘. (5.2.2)
i« 4”

where ji is an infrared cutoff in the p^tm Green1 s funotion, Kc 
an ultraviolet mtoff in the photon Green’s funetion» and Kc, an 
ultraviolet cutoff in the electron Green’s funetlon. Thus by 

substitution in (3»2.9)

U^)
€

(5.2.3)

However» the same Quantity has been calculated by Kallen and sabry
(1955)» and in th® appropriate limit they find



In only tems of order or larger are retained» and
4M 

we have thus all term of the order 5 ( ^ • '
The quantities K » Kc and Kj are considered to be of similar 
magnitude» in agreement with the idea of the cutoff being the 
limit on the energy of intermediate states.

Obviously (5«1«3) and (S.t.U) do not a^we» so that the proof 
of Kallen toes mt reproduce perturbation theory. In quantum 
cleetrodymMcs ■ expansions in the power of the fine, structure 
constant are notably aecu^te» so some inc«lst@ncy met exist in 
the proof in Chapter III. A® we have see, a gauge Shangs only 
refers to th® W in wMA the longitudinal and scalar photons 
are coupled to the electron^. and these quanta enter in an 
essentially non**toteracting way. The fast that degree# of freedom 
eytet» however» introduces inemisisteneles and indi sates that it is 

to uwW the® in the investigation of th® consistency 
of the physical theory » high energies. This points to the useful
ness of the Coulomb gauge» since it does not contain unphysical 
quanta, and also because the Green’s funeUons are directly related 
to the matrix elements of operators in a Hilbert spas® with a 

X
positive metric. If we no® ealculate N 1» the radiation gauge» 
then only physical states are considered, and no supplementary 
condition is required, (the consistency of quantise electrodynamics 
at high energl©» has been investigated by Mmo (19&))» ^o uses 
only the Gculmb gauge.) The photon Green’s function, which describes 
the coupling of th« electron to only the transverse and Coulmab fields
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‘/A

1 °'

«an he used to ©aleniate the mass operator (U*l»12) in lowest ©Mer
perturbation theSWà mass operator' Ó® O«m be employed to 
generate an @x>wwi® for the amplitude* but unfortunately it 
turns out that depends on the of the electron
in the Lorentz fraae* in wMoh the «mantisaMon of the electro
magnetic field le performed. Thus

where - I hl and is 
ptwosed that /V^ (4)

field io now ^aantised in

the usual infrared cutoff. It 
1

^lould rwleoe N in
the eentre of aasa frame of the

is now
The

virtual pair#

whieh Is th® pr^ar frme of the elmtwa Aeee charge is being

shielded* Therefor©

(5*2.7)

again negleeting terns of higher order than. . If we »
aesum that |< , Kç »»d l<i are of the same order of mgnitude, 

then th® 1£ term in (5.2.U) is
4^
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(-11 + s _ ii & k
<33/ 4M 3 4m

and the same term in (5.2,7) is

Thus, exact agreement holds between the divergent terms in 
(5,2,U) and (5«2»7)» Th® agreement would be rather remarkable.

if it was accidental.
As a« how a function of the O»W> no

about the divergence of (3#2»f) i® possible without an investigation 
of the high energy behaviour of (5.2.6), But as physical states 
are used to define t which have a positive metric, it can

be shown that t
I > * °-

ju®t as
I > L

The Airibassumption that both results must agree, would then 

require that a W®at °f the
calculation using the covariant Green’s function

would not help, as the limit would then be W 
theory.) The only possible conclusion seems to be

(from perturbation 
that

‘ S°- <5-2-8)

which would imply a divergence.
If by Quantum electrodynamics we understand a theory which 

is gauge invariant, this does not necessarily mean that electro- 
aynaMcs 1b InconBlBtent. Beoauee W* 1® 8a«B® dependent, the
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tonly Indi nation is that /\/ (e) is aero in the class of gauges
where the amplitude of the electron wave-function is a constant.
One could easily renormalise the electron field with
and only perturbation would Indicate that the amplitude in all 
gauges is divergent. It seems that the only safe conclusion is 
that the use of gauges, where the amplitude of the wave function 
la a constant, does not provide for a consistent formulation of 
electrodyn&M cs •

Xumino (1960b) has also attacked Kallen’s proof but from a 
i i 

slightly different viewpoint, Equation (3.2*9), using N ’ ci
U'L) ’ lx can be written in terms

of the renormalized vertex function as

(5.2.9)

where T is the ’fully truncated'vertex function of Dyson (19U9). 
lr

This limit is taken as the momentum transfer -fy-V -> od , keeping
the two momenta on the mass shell. Suppose we now derive trans
formation formula® for the renormalisation constants. If a photon 
mass is used as an infrared cutoff, then the propagators have simple 
pole singularities corresponding to the cm® particle states, The 
presence of this photon mass does not destroy the validity of the 
transformation formulae (U.2.23), (U.2.2Uj and (U.2.31?» since a 
gauge transformation of the third kind follows from the gauge 
properties of th© Dirac equation, which are not affected by gauge 
transformations of the third kind. Consider first the equation 

(U.2.2U), I.®.

SW,
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When p it put on the mass shell, the second term dominates over 
trt first, provide! the function 
regular and vanishes at infinity*

Therefore

s^j * M f j),1 mj gw-
(2»)* J

OP (5.2.10)
GW _» GW e4(-(ej Mwj .

This equation gives the gauge transformation law for the residue 

as

(5.2,

If one no. wit« ¿1» ’ f^ + ' <*>“■ «»« llalt

as , then

G-O.-X) * ‘
e GW - ; '

which on substitution in (U.2.&) gives ’ agreeing

with
W ’ (5.2.12)

Similar considerations hold for the change in the vertex function

(h.2.31), i.e.
srtL.o = isl

11 r

+ rj^} - ¿¡/i) e .
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When both p and q are put on the mass shell, only the second 

tern survives and
. i

i.e. r^t l-T (fait) nw] . (5.2.13;

Setting new » * <» ©»® obtains from

- S’ ' (5»2»1M
r ti

the transformation formula

1t 1, Mi°' J . (5.2.15)

On« eeea that (5.2.11) and (5.2.15) «« identical, coinciding with 
the equality of Zj and Zg. Thia equality is preserved, when one 
tranefonce the equations to a different gauge. However, once both P 
and q are on the mm shell, (5.2.13) 1« valid, even if p A a and, 

in particular, if lim (p *” <1) oa «

Therefore the statement

rifa«) (5.2.16)

ia, in this limit, eonoistent with gauge invarianoe. vhen expressed 

in terms of the ronoraallsed vertex function, (5.2.16) beomtea 

identical with (5.S.9).
Alternatively? one ean put only p on the mass shell, leaving 

2the second and fourth terms In (U.2.31) finite. As -q becomes
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very large* these Wo terns cancel and

* 0 (5.2.17)

which agrees with (5.2.16). Another possibility is to set p « q 
and let -p $o , for which one could still deduce the equation 
(5.2,17)* and hence the validity of (5.2.16).
(Squation (5.2.16) can be derived both from Ward’s identity 

‘rAhhl : I G” 
r

and the generalised Ward identity, if one assume® the correct 
asymptotic behaviour of GW • )

As (5.2.11) and (5.2.15) do not Simply represent multiplieation 
by a phase fa©tor* the vanishing of is by Mb means a gauge 
Invariant statement. »rota these two equations we see that the 
renormalized vertex function is invariant with respect to a gauge 
transformation of the third kind, provided the two momenta are on 
the mass shell. This is a particular of the invariance of
all matrix elmsnts of the renomalised scattering matrix, when 
the momenta of external lines are put on the mass shell, We 
unrenormalized matrix elements change by gauge factors, which arc 
in turn absorbed by ths transformation of the renormalization 
constants.

Therefore we conclude that (5.2.9) is inconsistent with gauge 
invariance and it is very unlikely that it holds in any particular 
gauge.
[note that the Oupta-Bleuler gauge differs from the ones used in 

Chapter IV.

In Kallen* s notation the renormalized propagator is
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V ((«r- (5.2.19)

since '[ • Of. (3.3.12).
j0 0

Transforming to the earresponding wrenoiwaalized propagator, one 
pan see that Kallen* a gang® belongs to the class

where 4« “ i»®«

On the other hand (5*2.9) is valid* provided me takes a different 
high energy limit* Indeed* if we keep one of the electron momenta 
on th® mass shell, and consider the limit as the other momentum 
tends to infinity, the gauge properties of are consistent
with (5.2.9). I> this limit (5.2*9) provides a definition for J, 
in terms of the renowmlised vertex function, which is analogous 
to the definitions of \ f t and in terms of the 
renormalized electron and photon operators, AS the cutoff depen
dence of 2^ is very strongly affected by a change of gauge, a 
successful proof of the inconsistency of unrenormalized quantum 
electrodynamics will probably have to avoid a consideration of 
this quantity.

Evans (I960) has generalised a proof of Lehmann, Symanzik and 
Zimmermann, to show that the vertex function must vanish at infinite 

momentum transfer. Unless this occurs, the spectral representations
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given by Lehmann and Kallen for the exact photon propagator are 
invalid. The main steps in his proof are as follows. From the 
definition of the exact photon propagation function

(5.2.20)

the following spectral representation is used ®f. (5.2.19).

o/Tfl W ft i*9 
' f V

is now introduced, so thatA form factor

D'W Fw rT^
c -2« G&)

(5.2.22)

where the bar above D means that it is defined in terms of the
vacuum expectation value of an anti-chronological product. The 
left-hand side of (5.2.22) can be written as [ C? WI r^) 

where

ant s \ ' °

W know that only contains positive- i’requencies, and so

define

Finally,

(3.2.23)

FW • F^W 

with ^7 = —t

J
2

and t z » we obtain from

and (5.3.2U) the result
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JL t p rdt' W f '
* A t-e . (5.2.25)

The necessary condition for the existence of a solution, which 
allows the integral to converge# is (<* U.S .3»)

[ at. < ie (5.2.261

Introducing fora factors for the vertex function

•iqo rr uiv -
we find that the condition (5.2.26) only holds, if

f l^'Uo.
t'”0 ( tlj#a I

which proves our result. This implies that 1® th fact

(5*3) A Pinite Value for,Ah®--^avs

If one c^siders those gauges where the unrenomalized zero-order 

photon Green’s function has the fom

ri W (5.3.1)

then it has been proved that the wave function renormalization
constants in the two gauges are connected by

By

7t -. M,{ -tto MeJ } 1° (5.3.2)

we mean, of course, a covariant Green*s function in a
fixed gauge. An example of (5.3.2) can be shown by taking
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n0 . s I tt-« ■ “t-* ) ■ (5-3-3)I ft + % t'
using the «mil photos sms g as an infrared cutoff and the 
parameter A as an ultraviolet cutoff. W« W choose for M th® 

function

M ’ V ( -r-T - (5.5^)

bo we are dealing with the one parameter family of gauges

where
/ f M^V 1 - - „J.- 1

D " lir"y gr/t&y &’+a’'' (5.3.5)

In tola cane. Ml»; ’ H “d therefor,
n I

_ 1 I A } 2? 0 (5.3.6)

AS A is varied, it is clear that It can approach a finite
limit in at least one of the class of gauges (5.3.5). If» &®

where is finite, then the gauge in which/ - 6 would give a 
finite renormalization constant eq,ual in the limit to h • 

However, even if such a special gauge does not exist, the 
unrenormalized theory could still be consistent. The factor 

2« is produced by a change in the number of 

longitudinal and scalar quanta in the state »here p is on the 
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mass shell, a process which should not affect the physical theory* 
Again the mere fact that these degrees of freedom exist, indicates 
that the use of formulations of quantum electrodynamics employing 
them is dangerous in the investigation of the consistency of the 
unrenormalized theory at high energies. The use of the Radiation 
gauge seras necessary for this purpose. However, one can still 
use the class of gauges (5*3.5)» provided A 1® chosen larger 
than any energy of physical interest. ( 5*3.6) may be written as

-, Y „ 7 f XT &. 1 I ? ‘ ( K X «

We now recall the seeond order perturbation expansion of this ' 

quantity

before discussing two important classes of divergences.

(a) InfraredJ^lvegggnces

In the low energy domain the transverse quanta should enter in 
an essentially non-interacting way, once the charge is renomalised 
Cancellations between real quanta and longitudinal and scalar 
quanta are arranged in this gauge, so that G has a pole on th® 
mss shell in the limit as g-> 0. In this case the. singularity 
in any other gauge can be calculated quite simply, using

£(x-,y = ^[¿e2 -«(»J]

When we allow g to remain finite, it can be calculated that
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* const.

If a gauge with Y = Y exists where the Green’s function has a 
pole on the mass shell, then in the gauge cox^re spending to an 
arbitrary value of y , the Green*© function will behave in the
neighbourhood of the mass shell like

^(Y-Y)
2 ¡7

The paper by Fried and Yennie 
exist with Y ! I ~ J )

proves that such a gauge does

. (see also Yennie, Prautschi and

suura (1961)).
Solovev (1956) calculated this Green*s funotion to fourth 

order in perturbation theory and found

G W -■ ——;—~ ( 1 »7 (5.3.12)
/> k

2' t J In

If we identify ~v) » then this result coincides
with (5.3.11). In(5.3.8) this correspond® to th® choice Y-'^
which gives the photon propagator

cf. (h.1.15).

Hence the Fried-Yennie gauge is useful in a discussion of infrared
divergences.
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(b) uxtmiolgl^

In the high energy region the ultraviolet divergences in 
(5*5*9) nr® cancelled by the choice X 8 1 • This means that the 
photon propagator is purely transverse

of. (U.1.15)

and we are using the Landau gauge. Because of this cancellation 

of ultraviolet Mvergences» this gauge has met with great success 

in renormalization theory.
It has been proved by Bialynicki-Bimla (19^0b) that a 

class of gauges exists wldeh give a finite value (as far as 
ultraviolet divergences are concerned) for the wave function 
renormalization constant in every order of perturbation theory. 
The Landau gauge gives a finite value for « Z2 « 2 in 
second order perturbation theory, and this result is unchanged 
by a modification of Landau* 8 gauge to

~ A? (5.5.1U)
r r

where the function f is ^iven by a power series in the

renormalised charge

fl^l) " (5.3.15)

One can now prove by induction that the coefficients can be
chosen in such a way that 2 is finite in every order of pertur

bation theory. The functions j. &) can be expanded in the form
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of a polynomial

-- “¿o+ a;< • •• i’°‘i

I fit/ J €5.u«2)
4 O' n

Using the spectral functions in Chapter III, the left hand side 

of (5.U.2) has been calculated by Goto and Imamura (1955) and

with properly ad Jus ted and finite coefficients Cl;* * The pre* 

scription is unfortunately not unique, because gauge trans

formations can still be performed, only multiplying Z by a 

finite factor.

(5.U) The Bare Mass of the photon

Suppose we return to the calculation of the vacuum polarisation

in Chapter III, and recall the equation

Ince a transformationis defined to be gauge invariant,

adds to the right hand side the quantity

1^' j ^'a^.
J Y r V (5.^1)

which met be zero, if the gauge invariance of (3.U.U) is to be 

preserved, integrating this equation by parts yields

Moffat (I960). Their results give
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which is incompatible with (5.U.2)* as ll(ca) positive 

definite. pried (i960) and .«vans, Feldmann and Matthews haw 

encountered a similar situation, whieh sems to ho connected 

with the .magnitude at the renomalination constants and th® 

non-vanishing of the photon self-mass. The latter has been found 

in both perturbation theory and the exact W i enberg f emulation 

.of quantum electrodynamics. a straightforward conclusion drawn 

from the canonical comutation relations retires the photon 

self-mass to be zero, but its calculation yields a non-sero and 

infinite result. In perturbation theory one can apply the 

Pauli-Villars regularization method to eliminate this divergence, 

thereby bringing the computed result into agreement with the 

corresponding commutation relations. In higher orders, some 

regularization procedure involving regulating masses with an 

indefinite metric could be used to provide agi^ecmcnt. Fried 

uses the standard spectral representation for the current coa- 

mutator and calculates that

NWim • A HP8 eteM
r

which for H / 0, *

4’11 Klrw'
» 0 would imply that 

u]|o) oc (1-
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From the commutation relation^ ( 5.U.5) should he zero. However, 
a» II (Kl? 1» positive, (5.U.5) cannot be zero, unless L * 1, 

which is a singular point of our,theory. in mescal theory, (5.U.5) 

yields the bare mass of the boson, and so we can make the following 

statement, unless the bare mass of the photon is regulated to zero, 

the charge renormalization factor (j — L) ’ = must be infinite.

Thus there are two possibilities, either

[jfp j.l /0 and j 7/(^da 0.

which means that the vacuum polarization calculation is gauge 

variant and the bare mass of the photon non-zero, or

[j^hP0 «»a *o.

Schwinger (1959) and Johnson (1961b, c) have proved the

first case to be correct. If we assume that

(5.U.6)

then from the equation of continuity it follows that

0 : [j/’U fa’', -

and bo [ )W [H '■ 0 (5.U.7)

where H is the Hamiltonian.

The matrix element of (5.U.7) gives

/®| J (^ H j /o>’ °
v 0 v ©

which implies that Zo| j (k) o (in a space of posit"
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and so

o] j 09 s o
(5.U.8)

However, tills equation can only be true for i (x? = o , whichrmakes We previous equations trivial*

AB we have stated before, conservation of current holds 

because the equations of motion are invariant under the group

A (5.U.9)

which is generated by the total charge operator

The current operator is still invariant under (5.U.9), but that

does not mean that

by » i*0’

4^
that

is invariant under the group generated

iAw'
Actually, the operator generates the local

version of (5.H,9),

(5.U.10)

but the equations of motion are not invariant under (5.U.10).

They are, however, invariant under (5.U.10) and the group

(5>u>

Thus the current should be defined

invariant under both (5*U.1O) and

so that it is

which can be achieved
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by taking the local limit of the non-local operator
X+Í

x-t (5.U.12)

so that { ij l*/ H j lx.ê)1 (5.U.13)
A. 'y J

Th® time like vector* is related to by 

£f f r »0 -

If we now a« an extra tema to (3.U.U), taking into account the
explicit dependence of the current operator on the external 

potential, the equation can be made gauge invariant. The use

of ths covariant spectral representation
oc

However, under (5.U.10), th® increment in current is

Í V; ÍJ?9 M
7

-. -i j/’J.

so, under (5.U.11),
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and henee

which cancels the additional term in (5.U.1U). Thus the expression 

for the induced current reduces to (3«U»U), but is gauge invariant, 

i.e., if the current is defined in terras of the gauge invariant 

expression (5*U«12), no difficulty arises fro» the fact that the 

charge and current operators do not commute at equal times« we 

also note that these considerations have no relation to th® 

vanishing of the physical mass of the photon, because we do not 

know whether th© spectral function. (K) contains a f -function

singularity»

Hutes Moffat (i960) used an indefinite metric and a regularization 
procedure for Heisenberg operators to show that i fl H9 ©an be

made sero, which contradicts the papers by Johnson and Schwinger, 

but gives the photon a zero bare mass*
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